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Abstract 

The question to be answered in this dissertation is whether the same principles 

contained in the Dodd-Frank Act can be implemented in South Africa in order to 

develop an effective cross-border bank insolvency regime. The answer to the above 

mentioned question is twofold, firstly an understanding of what is meant by the 

terms cross-border insolvency is required and secondly it is important to understand 

why there is a need for a uniform cross-border insolvency regime. 

 

After the economic crises in 2007, specifically after the collapse of Lehman Brothers, 

the US determined that their current bankruptcy procedures are insufficient to 

adequately resolve a matter of cross-border bank insolvency. As such the US 

developed and implemented the Dodd-Frank Act. The Dodd-Frank Act contains 

specific provisions that will provide legal certainty when a matter of cross-border 

bank insolvency occurs, specifically relating to the determination of jurisdiction as 

well as how falling banks should be administered.  

 

These provisions will critically be examined in order to establish if similar provisions 

can be implemented in South Africa. The rationale for such implementation is to 

strengthen international trade not only within the SADC region but across the globe.  
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1 Introduction 

Due to globalization and international trade, the world has become a global village.1 

The increased use of technology brought about certain problems, not only on a 

national level but also for international trade markets.2 The proper functioning of 

international trade relies on financial support, with banks being the largest provider 

of such financial support and services. It is thus understandable why banks play such 

a crucial role in the development of international trade.3 

 

An increase in international investors in various banks and banking activities has 

created a growing need for regulating insolvency procedures that affect banking 

operations in more than one country.4 The regulation of these insolvency procedures, 

through the development of uniform cross-border insolvency law, is however being 

hampered. The reason for this is the fact that each country has a distinct legal 

framework, resulting in very diverse insolvency regimes and procedures.5 

Furthermore, each country wants to benefit its own creditors and its own investors. 

In all insolvency law systems there are crucial differences in the treatment of the 

various types of creditors, for example, the rights afforded to personal and in rem 

rights.6 

 

Cross – border insolvency law deals with those situations were insolvency 

proceedings have been instituted in a specific jurisdiction against a debtor (which 

may be an individual, a company or a financial institution, such as a bank) while that 

debtor has assets or investors situated in another jurisdiction.7 Consequently the 

appointed liquidator must attach the assets in the foreign jurisdiction,8 by complying 

                                        
1 Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 133. Also see Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 436. 
2 Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 133. 
3 Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 133. 
4 Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 64. 
5 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 779. 
6 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 780; Stander 2015 TSAR 738. 
7 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 373. 
8  For recognition and attachment see Chapter 2 of this study. 
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with that country’s legal principles.9 This usually occurs by means of a court 

application.10 An alternative to the aforementioned is to institute concurrent 

insolvency proceedings in every jurisdiction.11 There is, however an inherent risk that 

creditors (local and foreign) will be at a disadvantage or even treated differently in 

the various jurisdictions.  

 

The main risk involved in cross-border bank insolvency, is that the interests of 

investors may be in conflict with those of the creditors of the bank, especially when 

they are located in different jurisdictions.12 Banks involved in cross-border operations 

originate from different regulatory backgrounds. In some cases the bank’s actual 

country of origin may even be unknown.13 A good example is Absa bank which is a 

well-known and established bank in South Africa which also operates in some African 

countries.14 Another example is the Standard Bank group which has complex holding 

companies in various jurisdictions across Africa.15 In light of the above mentioned it 

is understandable why the consequences of the insolvency of a bank situated in a 

specific country of operation, is likely to spread across borders and effect other 

affiliated banks as well.16 If a bank involved in cross-border operations becomes 

insolvent, the issue pertaining to determine the jurisdiction of the bank and the 

applicable legal system arise. In the absence of a statutory provision that provides 

for the cross-border insolvency of a financial institution and how it is to be dealt with, 

countries turn to their domestic law to regulate the proceedings. As already 

mentioned, this can be problematic.  

In an effort to eliminate the aforementioned problems relating to cross-border 

insolvency two important legal international instruments were implemented. In 1997 

                                        
9 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
10 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
11 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
12 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 782. 
13 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36. 
14 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36. Absa bank is a South African bank with 

international ties and banking activities. 
15 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36. 
16 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 37. 
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the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law17 adopted the UNCITRAL 

Model Law on Cross Border Insolvency,18 which aimed to provide a specific set of 

rules in the adjudication of cross-border insolvency matters. These rules include how 

recognition of foreign insolvency proceedings should be determined, the access to 

courts by a foreign representative, the right, that are afforded to the various 

creditors and the co-ordination of concurrent insolvency procedures.19 The second 

instrument was adopted in 2000 by the European Union, the title of which is the 

European Council Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings.20 The purpose of the 

European Council Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings21 is to provide co-operation 

of cross-border insolvency procedures.22 In 2005 the Model law was adopted by the 

United States of America as Chapter 15 under Title 11 of the United States 

Bankruptcy Code.23 South Africa also continued to adopt the Model Law, by 

promulgating the Cross-Border Insolvency Act.24 Even though the Cross-Border Act is 

not yet in operation it aims at providing legal certainty when a matter of cross-border 

insolvency presents itself.   

Even though Europe and the United States are the leaders in the development of 

cross-border legislation, the specific problems relating to cross-border bank 

insolvency has not been resolved. The reason being, as already mentioned, that the 

actual country of origin or the bank’s place of its main interest is not easily 

determined. This aspect is of the utmost importance for economic development 

within Southern Africa, especially due to the fact that reciprocal trade in the SADC 

region has become extremely popular. Trade between SADC countries has expanded 

rapidly and as a result well known banks, such as, Nedbank25, United Bank of 

                                        
17 Herein after referred to as UNCITRAL. 
18 Herein after referred to as the Model Law. 
19 Berends Tulane Journal of International and Comparative law 312. 
20 Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 134. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and 

Comparative Law 431. 
21 Hereinafter referred to as EU regulations. 
22 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 440. 
23 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 432. 
24 Cross-Border Insolvency Act 42 of 2000, herein after referred to the Cross-Border Act.   
25  https://www.nedbank.co.za 
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Africa26, Eco bank27, afriland28, the Standard Bank Group29 and First Rand Group30, 

are now found across the SADC region.      

 

To resolve the specific problems pertaining to cross-border bank insolvency the 

United States of America went further and developed a specific act and regulations 

that determines how the jurisdiction of a financial institution, such as a bank, is to be 

determined.31 The purpose of the act and regulations is similar to that of Chapter 15; 

it is therefore aimed at enhancing legal certainty and strengthening co-operations 

between countries when a matter of cross- border bank insolvency presents itself.32 

 

Clearly, the development of the Dodd-Frank Act not only brought about legal 

certainty in the handling of cross-border bank insolvency matters, it also placed the 

United States of America at the forefront of development in this particular field of 

law.  This study focused on the United States of America’s Dodd-Frank Act. In order 

to establish whether the same principles can be applied in South Africa for the 

development of an effective cross-border bank insolvency system, this study critically 

examined how the Dodd-Frank Act establishes jurisdiction and regulates the 

treatment of creditors and investors.  

 

In an effort to accomplish the aforementioned, the question of what specifically 

qualifies as a cross-border insolvency matter is explored in Chapter 2. In doing so, a 

brief background of how current cross-border insolvency matters are being dealt with 

is provided in paragraph 2.3. This is done by examining not only the South African 

perspective but also examining the current situation in both the European Union as 

well as in the United States of America. 

                                        
26  https://www.ubagroup.com/countries 
27  https://www.nedbank.co.za 
28  https://www.afrilandfirstbank.com/index.php/en/branches 
29  https://finmark.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SADC 
30  https://finmark.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SADC 
31 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 2010, hereinafter referred to as the 

Dodd-Frank Act. 
32 Dodd-Frank Act. 
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The aim with Chapter 3 is to provide a background of the problems related to cross-

border bank insolvency. This is achieved in paragraph 3.2. The specific problems that 

are related to cross-border bank insolvency are explored in paragraph 3.3. In order 

to accomplish the aforementioned cross-border bank insolvency within the SADC 

region was examined. The reason for this is because cross-border bank insolvency is 

a common occurrence within the SADC region. Paragraph 3.4 is dedicated to an 

examination of the Lehman Brothers collapse. The purpose thereof is to explain how 

the collapse affected the global financial markets. In the final paragraph of Chapter 

3, a conclusion is reached as to the importance of a uniform cross-border bank 

insolvency regime.  

After the importance of a uniform cross-border bank insolvency regime has been 

established, the study proceeds to critically examine the Dodd-Frank Act. In 

paragraph 4.1, an introduction and brief background are provided as to the 

development of the Dodd-Frank Act. The determination of jurisdiction is discussed in 

paragraph 4.2. Paragraph 4.3 aims at shedding a light on the specific procedures 

that has been implemented in order to achieve harmonisation. The final paragraph of 

Chapter 4 examines how the Dodd-Frank Act treats various creditors and investors.  

This study concludes by providing recommendations for South African law.   
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2 Cross-border insolvency law 

2.1 Background 

With the increase in the existence of multi-national entities33 and development 

international trade has caused an upsurge in the number of international 

insolvencies.34 This in effect created a global economic crisis.35 The term "cross-

border insolvency" is used to express those situations where insolvency has occurred 

which in some way surpasses the boundaries of a solitary legal system.36 In these 

circumstances the use of one domestic law or provisions cannot be absolutely applied 

without considering the concerns that are raised by the foreign element.37 These 

elements occur for example in cases where insolvent debtors possess assets which 

are located in different jurisdictions.38 To the author's mind this means that the 

insolvency not only affects one legal system but in order to adjudicate the matter 

more than one legal system needs to be considered and in some cases they will have 

to work in harmony with each other.  In many of these instances, the creditors are 

located in a different jurisdiction than the one in which the insolvency proceeding is 

taking place.39 As a result of the aforementioned situations numerous questions 

present themselves, for example, should concurrent proceedings be opened or will a 

singular proceeding be sufficient?40 If it is determined that a singular proceeding will 

be sufficient, which country will have jurisdiction to adjudicate the matter and 

according to which legal system?41 An additional problem that goes hand in hand 

with the aforementioned is how a foreign trustee, liquidator or other insolvency 

                                        
33 A multinational entity is when an entity has offices situated in more than one country; the 

company therefore operates its business in more than one country. For example the Standard 
Bank Group not only has offices in South Africa but they also conduct business across the African 

Continent. Other multination entities include Absa Bank, Bank of Montreal, Barclays, First Rand 
Bank, Pick 'n Pay, the MTN group as well as the Vodacom group.   

34 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. Also see Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 779; Stander 2002 Journal 
for Juridical Science 73. 

35 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 73. 
36 Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ 804. 
37 Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ 804. 
38 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 436. Also see Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 73. 
39 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 73. Also see Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 436; 

Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ 804. 
40 Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ 804. Also see Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 436. 
41 Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ 804. Also see Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 436. 
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representative goes about being recognised in the foreign jurisdiction. In practice, in 

the absence of a treaty or any legislative tolerance that may be in force,42 the 

representative of the entity has to apply to court in order to gain recognition.43 This 

was evident in the matter of Maxwell Communication Corporation v Societé Generale, 

Barclays Bank.44 

As the situation currently stands various models are generally approached in order to 

adjudicate a matter pertaining to cross-border insolvency.45 The fist model is based 

on territory.46  This model is mainly concerned with the law of jurisdiction, in that the 

interest of local creditors receives preferential treatment.47 Assets that are situated 

locally will first be utilised for the benefit of the local creditors before it is utilised in 

respect of foreign creditors.48 The territoriality approach supports the idea of a 

multitude of insolvency procedures.49 In other words, in terms of this approach an 

insolvency procedure should be opened in every jurisdiction. Devlin explains that by 

using this approach the proceedings are limited to the assets which are found in 

each jurisdiction.50 According to Devlin local creditors prefer this approach as they 

are not forced to litigate their claims in a different jurisdiction, therefore they have 

the advantage of being able to understand and follow the local proceedings.51  When 

a multinational entity goes insolvent and the court confirms its jurisdiction, an order 

                                        
42 This refers to the notion of comity between nations, analyses of this notion takes place in 

paragraph 2.3 below.  
43 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
44 Maxwell Communication Corporation v Societé General, Barclays Bank 93 F 3d, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6) This case is a perfect example of a cross border insolvency matter as 
the company had business operations situated in more than one country. The debtor’s 

headquarters was situated in England and the majority of its debt was incurred in England. The 
majority of its assets were, however, located in the United States of America. Separate 

bankruptcy proceedings were opened in England and United States. 
45 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
46 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437. 
47 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437. Also see Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 375. 
48 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 533-534. Also see Olivier and 

Boraine 2005 CILSA 375. 
49 Stander 2015 TSAR 110. Also see Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437-, and Olivier and Boraine 

2005 CILSA 375. 
50 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437. 
51 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437. 
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will be granted in terms of which the liquidators can seize the assets under their 

control and distribute the proceeds thereof in accordance with the local law.52 

The second model is referred to as the universality approach,53 which is a complete 

opposite of the territoriality approach. This approach entails that the insolvency 

matter is treated as a singular event.54 In other words cross-border insolvencies are 

adjudicated by a singular authority.55 This results in the creditors, even if they are 

located in different jurisdictions, being treated equally.56 All the applicable debts and 

assets are assessed universally and they all obtain equal weight, despite being 

located in a different jurisdiction.57 When using this approach the creditor who is in a 

jurisdiction that is foreign to the main proceedings58 can still receive precedence over 

the liquidation of the assets located in another jurisdiction.59 In other words this 

means, for example, that when a debtor files for insolvency in the main proceedings 

in a country other than South Africa, but he possesses assets in both South Africa 

and the other country (the foreign jurisdiction) creditors located in both jurisdictions 

will be treated equally as if they are located in the same jurisdiction.60 With the 

universality approach co-operation between nations is required.61 A practical example 

of how the universality approach works is the following: Pick n Pay, which is a 

multinational company doing business in South Africa and in Mozambique, files for 

insolvency in South Africa. In this case South Africa is the host country. The South 

African courts will then administer all of Pick n Pay's assets found in South Africa as 

well as in Mozambique. The assets found in Mozambique would be dealt with in 

                                        
52 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 513. 
53 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. 
54 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 533. Also see Olivier and 

Boraine 2005 CILSA 374, Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437 and Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn 
JINT'L L 514. 

55 Stander 2015 TSAR 110.  
56 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 374. Also see Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American 

Bankruptcy Law Journal 533, Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437 and Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn 
JINT'L L 514. 

57 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 433. Also see Westbrook 1991 
Brooklyn JINT'L L 514 – 515, and Stander 2015 TSAR 110. 

58  Main and non-main proceedings is discussed in Chapter 2.3.1 of this study.  
59 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 433. 
60 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 432. 
61 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437, this again refers to the notion of comity which is discussed 

fully in Chapter 2.3 of this study.  
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accordance with South African law and not Mozambiquen law. In turn, the court in 

Mozambique will now have to recognise and enforce the South African court order.  

The international community unanimously agree that better international co-

operation is required when dealing with a cross-border insolvency matter.62 

Westbrook points out that despite this agreement, no universal agreement has been 

reached as to how this reform should take place.63 In the author's opinion, the 

reason why one should move away from the two extreme models is because 

countries cannot exist in isolation. First world countries, such as the United States of 

America and the United Kingdom, can dominate developing countries such as most 

African countries. Creditors from these developing countries are placed at a 

disadvantage because the legal system of the first world counties will be applied. 

That being said economic growth cannot be dependent upon international 

investments alone. The universality approach has its own unique set of 

disadvantages. Devlin rightly points out that one of the main disadvantages of this 

approach is that a creditor runs the risk of his claim being excluded from the 

insolvency proceedings if he fails to submit his claim.64   

Moving away from the two extremes will allow countries to provide preference to its 

own insolvency systems while maintaining the concept of equity and 

reasonableness.65 In an effort to accomplish this reform most states have moved 

away from the territoriality approach towards a limited co-operational approach.66 

The limited co-operational approach can in turn be divided into two distinct 

categories. The first approach is known as secondary bankruptcy and the second as 

a modified universality approach.67 The secondary bankruptcy approach is a 

modification of the territoriality approach, in that it provides the liquidator more 

access to courts of co-operation countries.68 The second modification that has taken 

                                        
62 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. 
63 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 115-117. 
64 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 437.  
65  Stander 2015 TSAR 108. 
66 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 115-117. 
67 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 115-117. 
68 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 115-117. 
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place is that some assets may be handed over to the country where the proceedings 

have been initiated after a priority distribution to local creditors has taken place.69 

The second category of limited co-operation is referred to as a modified universality 

or a qualified universality approach.70 This model has been suggested to bridge the 

gap between the universality and territoriality approach.71 According to Nielsen, Sigal 

and Wagner this approach identifies the complications that exist in the development 

of a uniform approach.72 The complications referred to are for example the notion 

that a state wishes to maintain its sovereignty.73 This approach is based on the idea 

of a singular central administrative forum.74 The forum referred to is located in one 

country while it is supplemented by secondary proceedings located in the other 

countries.75 The central proceedings are referred to as the main76 proceeding.77 The 

modified universality approach is a crossbreed of the advantages of both the 

universality and territoriality approaches and it limits the disadvantages of above 

mentioned approaches.78 

LoPucki79 identified another theory known as the co-operative territoriality.80 

According to LoPucki a co-operative territoriality system occurs when each court 

manages the assets found in its jurisdiction.81  Authorised representatives from each 

jurisdiction will then co-operate with each other regarding the assets found in their 

                                        
69 Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 516. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 115-117. 
70 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. Also see Story 2015 

Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 434; Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn JINT'L L 
517. 

71 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. Also see Story 2015 

Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 434. 
72 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. 
73 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. 
74 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. Also see Story 2015 

Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 434. 
75 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534; Story 2015 Arizona 

Journal of International and Comparative Law 434. 
76 The expression of main proceedings explained in paragraph 2.3 below. 
77 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 434. 
78 Nielsen, Sigal and Wagner 1996 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 534. Also see Story 2015 

Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 434. 
79  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 79-104. 
80  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 79-104. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 114. 
81  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 96. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 114-115 
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respective jurisdictions.82 For example, the South African court will determine how 

the assets found in South Africa should be dealt with. They do not concern 

themselves with assets located in another country. The respective representatives 

from each country will in turn communicate with each other regarding the assets 

found in their respective jurisdictions. The basis of this theory can be found in co-

operation between jurisdictions.83 Using this approach insolvency proceedings, would 

be opened in each jurisdiction and a representative from each country will be 

appointed.84 The representatives will have specific discretionary powers. They can 

elect to join the shared sale effort or they can elect to participate in separate sale 

efforts.85   

The theories mentioned above are however not an exhaustive list. Other writers such 

as Flether86 and Janger87 have each developed their own theory. As it is not the main 

focus of this study and further in-depth analysis of the remaining theories will not be 

discussed.88  It is however abundantly clear that no uniformity exists as to what 

theory is the most effective or fair. To the author's mind, academics and practitioners 

in developing jurisdictions follow the theory that is most beneficial to their own 

creditors, while academics and practitioners from developed jurisdictions consider 

those theories as inferior. What is evident is that all jurisdictions, regardless if they 

are a first or third world country, want to protect their own sovereignty.     

2.2 The need for a uniform cross-border insolvency law 

With the continuous globalization of businesses, the failure of these businesses has 

also become a global crisis.89 As a result, insolvency law now plays a vital role in the 

                                        
82  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 96. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 114-115. 
83  Stander 2015 TSAR 114. 
84  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 96. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 114-115. 
85  LoPucki 2005 American Bankruptcy Law Journal 96. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 114-115. 
86  Fletcher 2011 Texas International Law Journal 489-512. In an attempt to eliminate the conflict of 

law problem Fletcher emphasises the justified expectations.  Stander 2015 TSAR 117. 
87  Janger 2009 Columbia Journal of transnational Law 401-441. Janger refers to his theory as the 

reciprocal comity. Also see Stander 2015 TSAR 118. 
88  For an in-depth discussion on these theories see Fletcher 2011 Texas International Law Journal 

489-512 and Janger 2009 Columbia Journal of transnational Law 401-441. 
89 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 435. 
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development of cross-border investment.90 An economically profitable company or 

financial institution will be hesitant to open a business in a country with a poorly 

developed insolvency law. The reason for the hesitation lies in the fear that in the 

event of insolvency their creditors or investors would be greatly disadvantaged, or in 

some cases not receive recognition. The opposite also holds true: foreign investors 

are not likely to invest in a financial institution that is situated in a country with a 

poorly developed insolvency law. The lack of persistency in the handling of cross-

border insolvency matters has significantly hampered global investment.91 An 

example of how this occurs is due to the limited communication and co-operation 

that exists between the courts and administrators from different states.92 This in turn 

creates the possibility that assets can be concealed, or even liquidated, without the 

consideration of a more profitable solution.93 In light of the aforementioned it is clear 

that a need to establish an efficient and fair administrative system for cross-border 

insolvency matters is created.94 

Numerous attempts have been made in an effort to establish a uniform cross-border 

insolvency law.  The use of protocols,95 treaties,96 conventions,97 adoption of Model 

Law and the principles of Private International law are but a few examples.98 Olivier 

and Boraine indicate that draft proposals have also been made by various 

international bodies, such as the International Bar Association, to attempt to bring 

about harmonisation to cross-border insolvency rules and procedures.99 They 

proclaim that none of these attempts have however thus far been successful as most 

                                        
90 Devling 2001 UMKC Law Review 435. Also see Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 72. 
91 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 72. 
92 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 73. 
93 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 73. 
94 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 72. 
95  A protocol is a legal arrangement between two or more courts; court to court communication, 

that governs the way in which assets located in different jurisdictions are dealt with. For example 
Protocols to the Geneva Convention. Stroebel Protocols as a possible solution to jurisdiction 
problems in cross-border insolvencies 27. 

96  A treaty is an international written agreement between states which operates within a field of 
international law. Also see Dugard International law A South African Perspective 28 and 406. 

97  A convention is an agreement between states for the regulation of matters that affect them. For 
example the convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against women.   

Webster 2017 https:www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/convention 
98 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 377. 
99 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 377. 
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states still lean towards the use of the models based upon territoriality, universality 

or other models that are developed each day.100 The author agrees that there are 

numerous problems with the handling of cross-border insolvency matters due to the 

fact that each jurisdiction follows a different theory. The consequences of this are 

that numerous cases were dealt with insufficiently. One case that can however be 

used as an example is the matter of Maxwell Communication Corporation v Societé 

Generale, Barclays Bank.101 Even though this case is fairly old, it is preferred because 

the case made an admirable attempt to resolve some of these problems in that 

sovereign pride did not prevail.       

2.3 Maxwell Communication Corporation v Societé Generale, Barclays 

Bank. 

 

In this matter Maxwell Communication Corporation, herein after referred to as the 

debtor, controlled a variety of broadcasting associated companies which were 

situated in different countries.102 Even though its principle place of business were 

located and managed in England, most of its assets were found in the United States 

of America.103 The debtor had certain credit arrangements with three specific banks, 

namely Barclays, National Westminster and Societe Generale. All three of these 

banks were multinational entities in that they operated business in more than one 

country. Barclays and National Westminster's principle place of business were 

situated in London, with divisions located in New York.104 Societe Generale's principle 

place of business was situated in Paris with divisions located in both London as well 

                                        
100 Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 377. 
101 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank 93 F 3d, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
102 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 4, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
103 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 4, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

104 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 5, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
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as New York.105 In order to satisfy the aforementioned credit arrangements the 

debtor, prior to the institution of Chapter 11 filings,106 made certain payments 

(transfers) to these particular banks.107 The debtor now intended to declare these 

transactions as voidable dispositions.108 If these transactions were to be declared 

voidable dispositions then the aforesaid banks would have to repay the money to the 

debtor. The money could then in turn be used to settle the remainder of the debtor’s 

debt.  

The debtor continued to institute simultaneous insolvency proceedings in the United 

States of America (Chapter 11) as well as in England in terms of an administration 

order.109 A dualistic approach to the insolvency proceedings was thus followed by the 

debtor. Under English law an administrator was appointed and in terms of the 

Chapter 11 procedure in the USA an examiner was appointed.110 The duty of the 

administrator as well as the examiner was to investigate debtor’s financial position.111 

The purpose of the appointment of the examiner was to  

(H)armonize for the benefit of all [Maxwell's] creditors and stockholders and other 
parties interest, [Maxwell's] United States Chapter 11 case and [Maxwell's] United 

                                        
105 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 5, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
106  Chapter 11 bankruptcy is the recognition of corporations under USA bankruptcy law. Chapter 11 

is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.4 of this study. 
107 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 5, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
108 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 5, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

109 A petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 was opened in the Southern District of New York-, 
and in London for the administration order. Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé 
General, Barclays bank par 10, (http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-

corporation-plc-by-andrew-mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
110 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 10, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

111 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 10, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
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Kingdom administration case so as to maximize [the] prospects for rehabilitation 
and reorganization.112  

 

The administrator and examiner co-ordinated their various investigations and 

developed a reorganizational plan.113 This reorganizational plan which was accepted 

in both countries aimed at paying all secured and preferential claims.114 The payment 

would take place regardless if the particular creditor was afforded this right in terms 

of American law or English law. There was however a fatal flaw in this 

reorganizational plan. The dispute regarding the debtor’s intention to have the 

aforementioned transactions set aside was never addressed by the examiner or the 

administrator.115 

If the transactions were declared avoided by the administrator then the banks would 

have to repay the monies it received.116 In an effort to prevent this from happening 

Barclays applied for an anti-suit injunction barring the administrator from 

commencing litigation in order to recover the payment that Barclays received.117 

Barclays’ argument in favour of the order118 was based upon the difference between 

the avoidance rule119 under American law and the British law.120 The application for 

                                        
112 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 11, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
113 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 14 - 16, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
114 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 14 - 16, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

115 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 14 - 16, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

116 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 17, 
(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
117 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 17, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
118  The order was for an anti-suit injunction. 
119  The avoidance of a transaction refers to (1) a judicial order requiring the return of the certain 

property transferred by a debtor (2) the cancelling of certain obligations incurred by a debtor (3) 

the award of a monetary judgment against the beneficiary of a transaction in the amount of the 

benefit received.  Westbrook 1991 Brooklyn J.INT'L L 499. In South Africa this is known as the 
setting aside of impeachable transactions. 
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the anti-suit injunction was opposed by the administrator. They wanted to litigate in 

America because the conditions for avoidance under America law is less strict than 

British law and would therefore definitely favour their case.121 The injunction was 

denied which resulted in the administrator instituting an action in the Southern 

District bankruptcy court in New York against all three banks for the recovery of the 

transfers made by the defendant (Maxwell).122 As mentioned above the administrator 

wanted to use the money to settle the debtors remaining debts. The banks 

subsequently filed a motion123 for dismissal of the application by the administrator 

which was granted.124 The bankruptcy court based its decision on the grounds of 

"extra-territoriality" and comity, which emphasises the choice of law principles.125 

The USA court determined that in terms of the choice of law principle a 

determination has to be made as to which jurisdictional laws and procedures will be 

implicated to the highest extent.126 The court established that in this instance it 

would be England.127 The decision was based upon the fact that the court found the 

                                                                                                                           
120 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 17, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

121 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 18, 
(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
122 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 22, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
123  The motion was for dismissal under Fed.R.Cic.P. 12(b)(6) stating that when section 547 of the 

Bankruptcy Code is applied to the transactions would violate the presumption against 
extraterritoriality and that the dismissal was warranted on the grounds of international comity. 

Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 23, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6).   

124 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 22, 
(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
125 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 24, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
126 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 24-25, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

127 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 24-25, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
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transactions to be "extra-territorial" and as such the Bankruptcy Code were not 

applicable to the transactions.128   

The decision was appealed by the debtor, now the defendant (Maxwell), and the 

administrator. The court of appeal found that the confirmation order129 did not 

disqualify the banks from challenging the applicability of the avoidance rule.130 In 

other words, they could still have challenged the applicability thereof. The court 

however determined that in this instance, where concurrent insolvency procedures 

were opened, the doctrine of international comity prohibits the application of the 

American avoidance rule to transfers which had predominantly English interests.131 

The administrator should thus have instituted the action in England and not in 

America.  

The doctrine of international comity132 and the choice of law principles were 

predominant factors that were considered when the above mentioned decision was 

reached. The US court stated that the use of the doctrine of international comity 

could be viewed as a discretionary act by a national court to enforce comity between 

nations.133 This was achieved by declining to exercise or enforce their jurisdiction 

when they are of the opinion that the matter could be decided in a foreign nation.134 

                                        
128 The Bankruptcy Court determined that the Bankruptcy Code does not apply to transactions 

whose centre of gravity lies outside the United States. Maxwell Communication Corporation v  
Societé General, Barclays bank par 23-25, (http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-

communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6) 
129  The confirmation order was the reorganizational plan which was confirmed by Judge Brozman.  
130 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 80, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

131 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 80, 
(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
132  See also the discussion in paragraph 2.3 below. 
133 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 42, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

134 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 42, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
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The court went further and stated that comity is implemented with reference to the 

doctrine of international law specifically the choice of law principles.135 

With reference to the matters of Lauritzen v Larsen136 and Romero v International 

Terminal Operating Co137 the US court stated that it should be reasonable for the 

court to enforce their jurisdiction.138 Whether or not it can be considered to be 

reasonable is determined by factors such as the nexus between the state and the 

suit, as well as the importance of the suit to the particular nation.139 

In determining that the transfers had predominantly English interests, the US court 

considered the origins of each. The transfers originated from the National 

Westminster Bank in London and were credited to overdraft accounts which were 

maintained in England.140 Secondly the court determined that because the debtor 

(Maxwell) was incorporated in terms of English law and most of the debt was 

incurred in England strongly suggest that the nexus between England and the suit 

was closer than that of the United States.141 The second factor that the court had to 

consider was if the suit had a particular importance to the US. In other words was 

there an adequate connection to the US. The court found that the only connection to 

                                        
135 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 43, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

136 Lauritzen v Larsen 345 U.S. 571 1953 (http://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/345/571) 
137 Romero v International Terminal Operating Co. 358 U.S 354 1959 

(http://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/358/354/case.html). 
138 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 43 - 44, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
139 Maxwell Communication Corporation v Societé General, Barclays bank par 44, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). In the author's opinion the determination of the nexus between the 
state and the suit refers to the causal link that exists between the particular jurisdiction and the 

particular action brought. In this case the particular transactions that were the cause of the 
dispute originated in England. It is only logical to infer that if a dispute occurs, the English court 

would be best suited to resolve the matter and not the country that the transfers were received. 
With regard to the importance of the suit to the nation, in the author's opinion, this goes hand in 

hand with the first factor in that the closer the causal link the greater the importance will be to 

that particular nation.     
140 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 60, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

141 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 59, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
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the US was that of the proceeds of the transfers consisted from funds which were 

received from the sale of certain subsidiaries located in the US.142 As such the court 

ultimately determined that a substantial connection between the US and the dispute 

could not be found. 143 The court however determined that because these divisions 

were sold as a going concern the sale had little to no effect on the economy of the 

USA.144        

It is important to emphasise that this case is rather exceptional. It is exceptionally 

that the USA court with the consideration of comity referred that matter back to the 

UK. Normally states will elect to apply their own laws as it will protect their local 

creditors.     

To summarise the key problem that occurred, was the question whether or not an 

administrator can decide to institute a certain action in a particular court if it is 

determined that that specific court would have a more favourable outcome. The 

administrator decided to enforce the avoidance principle under American law purely 

because the conditions thereof were less strict and would be more easily granted 

than if they applied under British law.  The facts of this case clearly illustrate the 

following problems: Administrators choose the jurisdiction that will have the most 

favourable outcome for them.145 If this is allowed, then what is stopping a creditor 

from doing the same?  

                                        
142 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 63, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

143 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 63, 
(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
144 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank par 63, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-

mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 
145  This refers to the notion of forum shopping. Forum shopping is defined by LoPucki as an attempt 

to choose a jurisdiction that will provide the most favourable outcome. LoPucki 2005 American 
Bankruptcy Law Journal 79-104. Also see Stroebel Protocols as a possible solution to jurisdiction 
problems in cross-border insolvencies 8. In the author's opinion this has the effect that a litigant 

will do his research and determine which jurisdictional laws will most likely provide him with the 
outcome he desires and only then will he proceed to institute a action in  that particular court.   
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Leno forcefully argues that if a uniform cross-border insolvency law existed the 

number of court cases will drastically be reduced which will be more cost effective.146  

The current diverse approach is uneconomical as it prompts increased transactional 

cost.147 It also creates ambiguity as to jurisdiction and the applicable law.148   

To the author's mind, it is clear that even if co-operation between nations exist, the 

problems regarding jurisdiction and the treatment of the creditors cannot easily be 

resolved. Currently, as a result of the lack of a uniform cross-border bank insolvency 

law, matters are obviously adjudicated on a case to case basis. The logical 

consequence is that in doing so the cost implications of such actions are enormous 

and the time spent on each individual matter is increased, all without the certainty 

that a decision will be reached. It is also reasonable to state that even courts and 

jurisdictions will fight to adjudicate the administration and liquidation of such cases, 

as it will be profitable for that specific district.  

After examination of the above mentioned matter and in the author's opinion 

because no uniform insolvency law exists some of the following problems are 

evident: the judicial discretion regarding comity and extra-territoriality has created 

legal uncertainty; the law is not applied consistently; and finally no uniformity exists 

on how different claims, such as secured claims, should be treated.   

2.4 The South African perspective on cross-border insolvency law 

It is important to draw the distinction between the current position in terms of our 

common law and what the position will be after the Cross-Border Act149 comes into 

operation.150  

The common law is regulated by the principles of private international law,151 which 

determines that the lex domicilii of the debtor is applicable to movable assets.152 Put 

                                        
146  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 2. 
147  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 2. 
148  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 2. 
149 Cross-Border Act.   
150  See the explanation below. 
151 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28;Olivier and Boraine 2005 CILSA 378. 
152 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28; Stander 1999 THRHR 512. 
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simply this means that if a debtor is domiciled in the jurisdiction of a South African 

court which grants the order at the time of sequestration, that order will 

automatically apply to his property situated in South Africa as well as movables 

elsewhere153 – even in another state.154 This entails that a South African trustee can 

deal with the assets without having to apply to a South African court for 

recognition.155 However, when a sequestration or liquidation order is granted in 

another jurisdiction while the debtor is domiciled in South Africa156 the trustee (that 

is the foreign representative) will have to apply for recognition to a South African 

court to deal with the movable assets in South Africa.157 This recognition will only be 

granted if exceptional circumstances exist.158  

With immovable assets jurisdiction vests in accordance with the lex situs.159 In other 

words with immovable assets the jurisdiction is determined by the law of the country 

where the immovable assets are locally situated.160  In these situations the order 

made by the foreign court will have no effect on the locally situated immovable 

assets.161 If the foreign representative wants to lay claim to these assets (the 

immovable property) he should apply for recognition; which recognition is again in 

the discretion of the courts.162  The factors which the court will take into account are 

                                        
153 This has been emphasised in the matter of Trustee of Howse, Sons & Co v Trustees of Howse, 

Sons & Co; Jocelyne v Shearer & Hine 1887 3 SC 14 were  liquidation was perused in London, the 

creditors then proceeded to institute an action for sequestration in the Cape Colony as that is 
where they were situated. Because only movable assets were found in the Cape the assets were 

allocated in terms of English Law. Also see Ex Parte Palmer NO: In re Hahn 1993 3 SA 359 (C) 
362.  

154 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28, Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ  809. 
155 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28, Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ  809. 
156 For example a creditor applied for sequestration or liquidation in the jurisdiction where the debtor 

has immovable property.  
157 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28; Stander 1999 THRHR 512. 
158 Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28; Stander 1999 THRHR 512. 
159 Ex Parte Palmer NO: In re Hahn 1993 3 SA 359 (C) 362. Also see Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ  809; 

Stander 1999 THRHR 512-513.  
160 Stroebel Protocols as a possible solution to jurisdiction problems in cross-border insolvencies 20. 
161 Ex Parte Palmer NO: In re Hahn 1993 3 SA 359 (C) 362. Also see Ward and another v Smit and 

Others: In re Gurr v Zambia Airways Corporation Ltd 1998 (3) SA 175 (SCA); Zulman 2009 SA 
MERC LJ  809; Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28. 

162 Westminster Bank Ltd NO v Zinn NO 1938 AD 57. Also see Ex Parte Palmer NO: In re Hahn 1993 
3 SA 359 (C); Ward and another v Smit and Others: In re Gurr v Zambia Airways Corporation Ltd 
1998 (3) SA 175 (SCA); Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28; Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ  809. 
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the following: comity of nations, convenience as well as equity.163 At this stage, 

recognition is very difficult because the common law principles are basically 

territorial-, and to the author's mind the principles of comity and convenience do not 

make it easier. This is so because the application of these principles can in the 

author's opinion be very volatile and cause uncertainty. The situation will be similar 

when the debtor is sequestrated or liquidated in South Africa with immovable assets 

located in another country. Those assets (immovable in the other country) are 

subject to the laws of that country.164  

This viewpoint has the effect that in a majority of instances co-ordination of 

sequestration procedures between nations is required. The main problem with this, 

as seen in the Maxwell-case,165 is that co-ordination between states is predominantly 

based upon the doctrine of comity.166 Huber described the concept of comity as 

(T)hose who exercise sovereign authority so act from comity, that the laws of each 
nation having been applied within its own boundaries should retain their effect 
everywhere, so far as they do not prejudice the power or right of another state or 
its subjects.167 

This statement offers an answer to the question as to how foreign law should be 

applied without breaching the local state's sovereignty.168 The exact meaning of 

comity can however not be deduced from this statement. Therefore various Roman 

Dutch writers attempted to clarify what they believed Huber meant.169  Professor 

Kahn determined that comity formed part of the ius gentuim.170 As such sovereign 

states had to apply foreign law in certain instances as they were bound by the rules 

of international law, which consists of both private and public international law.171 

                                        
163 Moolman v Builders & Developers (Pty) Ltd (In provisional liquidation): Jooste Intervening 1990 

(1) SA 954 (A). Also see Zulman 2009 SA MERC LJ  809; Franco 2003 SA Merc LJ 28. 
164  Also see Stander 1999 THRHR 512-513. 
165 Maxwell Communication Corporation v  Societé General, Barclays bank, 

(http://www.allcourtdate.com/law/in-re-maxwell-communication-corporation-plc-by-andrew-
mark-homan-colin/cB1x4s6). 

166 Stander 2002 Journal for Juridical Science 74. 
167 Forsyth Private International Law 42. Also see Smith and Boraine 2002 American Bankruptcy 

Institute Law Review 178. 
168 Forsyth Private International Law 42. 
169 Forsyth Private International Law 42. Also see Smith and Boraine 2002 American Bankruptcy 

Institute Law Review 177. 
170 Forsyth Private International Law 43. 
171 Forsyth Private International Law 43. 
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The second and third writers that contributed to understanding the concept of comity 

were Paul and Johannes Voet. They differed from Kahn's understanding. They 

determined that comity does not form part of the ius gentuim and as a result does 

not place any obligation on a state to enforce foreign law.172 Instead it places a 

discretion on a state to consider the inconvenience, injustice and confusion that may 

arise if recognition of the foreign law does not occur. 173  

In 1985 the Supreme Court in American defined comity as  

(C)omity, in the legal sense, is neither a matter of absolute obligation, on the one 
hand, nor of mere courtesy and good will, upon the other. But it is the recognition 
which one nation allows within its territory to the legislative, executive or judicial 
acts of another nation, having due regard both to international duty and 
convenience, and to the rights of its own citizens or of other persons who are under 
the protection of its laws.174 

When the definition as set out in Hilton v Guyot175 is considered it is clear that comity 

does not entail that a court cedes its authority,176 nor can it be seen as a complete 

acceptance of the foreign law.177 The concept merely requires that a local court 

consider the situation from an international perspective.178   

In terms of South African law the doctrine of comity has best been explained in the 

matter of Ex Parte Palmer NO: In re Hahn179 

(T)he Court having jurisdiction at the place where such landed property is situated 
is fully entitled to deal with that property according to the lex rei sitae, and to refuse 
in any way to recognise the order of the Judge of the debtor's domicile. But, on the 
other hand, the same Court, acting from motives of comity or convenience, is 
equally justified in allowing the order of the Judge of the domicile to operate within 
its jurisdiction, and in assisting the execution or enforcement of such order.180 
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In this case the court determined that when a local court has to decide if an 

application for recognition of a foreign trustee should be granted, then the court has 

to exercise its discretion based on the grounds of comity.181 This discretion is 

absolute when it relates to immovable property.182  

Stroebel183 states (and the author agrees with this view) that the doctrine of comity, 

when used as a consideration to grant recognition in a matter pertaining to cross-

border insolvency, should be balanced against the interest of local creditors.184 Fourie 

states that comity entails that local creditor's secured and preferential claims will be 

dealt in accordance with South African insolvency law as it is based on assets which 

are located locally.185 The effect of recognising foreign proceedings in this matter is 

that the local assets will be dealt with as if the debtor is declared insolvent in terms 

of South African insolvency law.186 It is however important to state that even though 

the assets are dealt with as if the debtor was declared insolvent in South Africa, the 

debtor himself will not be considered to be an insolvent.187 

Consequently, when all of the above mentioned is considered it can be argued that 

comity refer to the ability of courts to co-operate with different nations out of a 

sense of international understanding and respect rather than a blind obligation.  

In an effort to eliminate some of the problems that arise out of cross-border 

insolvency matters,188 for example as mentioned above, recognition is based on 

comity which is not always certain and the fact that the law is not applied 

consistently, South Africa developed the Cross-Border Act. The Cross-Border Act is an 

adaption of the Model Law,189 which was designed to assist states to produce a 

harmonised cross-border insolvency procedure.190 The aim of the act as set out in 
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the preamble, is to supply tools to deal with cases pertaining to cross-border 

insolvency and in doing so strengthening co-operation between local and foreign 

courts.191 It also aims to provide legal certainty.192  

The application of the Cross-Border Act can be found in section 2.193 This provision 

states that the model law is applicable in four specific situations. It is applicable in 

situations where assistance is required in the Republic by either a foreign court or 

representative in connection with foreign proceedings.194 It is secondly applicable 

where assistance is required in a foreign state with regard to proceedings under 

South African law pertaining to insolvency.195 It will be applicable when parallel 

insolvency proceedings are opened in South Africa and another state.196 Finally it 

obtains applicability when foreign creditors take part in insolvency proceedings under 

South African law.197 It is however important to keep in mind that the Cross-Border 

Act is not in force as of yet, because the minister has not designated any states.198 

The Cross-Border Act will thus only come into operation once designation has taken 

place. 

The Cross-Border Act provides that the legislation is applicable to any state that is 

designated by the Minister by means of a notice in the government gazette.199 The 

purpose hereof is to attempt to eliminate the problems associated with the principle 

of comity. This means that the Act will only be applicable to states that are 

designated by the Minister.200 Section 2(b)201 determines that a state can only be 
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designated by the Minister if he is satisfied that the recognition that is accorded by 

the laws of that state to the proceedings in terms of the South African insolvency 

law, justifies the application of the Cross-Border Act to foreign proceedings in that 

state.202  

This section embodies the requirement of reciprocity. Reciprocity refers to the close 

relationship between South African insolvency law and the insolvency law of the 

foreign state, as well the ease with which recognition of South African insolvency 

proceedings can be accomplished.203 In other words if a country’s insolvency law is 

closely related to that of South African insolvency law then designation will most 

likely take place. Designation will also take place if South African insolvency 

proceedings can easily be implemented in the foreign nation. This implies that an 

investigation should be carried out regarding the different legal systems of countries 

with which South Africa has trade ties. However, it appears that this study has not 

been done yet because designation has not taken place yet. 

The requirement of reciprocity has been highly criticised in light of the fact that it 

brings about a dualistic approach when it comes to cross-border insolvency matters. 

Designated states will receive the full protection of the Cross-Border Act while states 

from non-designated states will have to rely on the principles of the common law (as 

discussed above).204 It can be argued that the limited restriction in terms of article 
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1(2) of the Model Law205 is more favourable in that it excludes certain entities rather 

than complete legal systems.206 However, Stander has a different opinion. She asks 

(W)as die Suid-Afrikaanse wetgewer werklik so verkeerd met die 
wederkerigheidsbeginsel in artikel 2 van die Wet op Insolvensie oor Landgrense? 
Beoog dit nie dieselfde as wederkerige hoflikheid nie; is dit nie gegrond op dieselfde 
beginsel as wederkerige hoflikheid nie?207 

Another problem that currently exists is that the designation that is given by the 

Minister may by means of a notice in the government gazette be withdrawn.208 The 

state that is referred to in this withdrawal will then ceases to be recognised as a 

foreign state.209 The implication thereof is that the state will no longer be considered 

a designated state and a representative from that particular state will have to rely on 

the common law principles for recognition.   

There are several additional problems that exist with the concept and process of 

designation. These are not important for the purpose of this study. It is nevertheless 

important to discuss certain rules and principles set out the in Cross-Border Act with 

specific reference to the determination of jurisdiction and the treatment of creditors.  

2.4.1  Access to court in terms of the Cross-Border Act 

The access to courts by foreign representatives and creditors is determined in terms 

of the Cross-Border Act.210 Section 9211 provides that a foreign representative may 

directly apply to a court in the Republic for relief; and in terms section 4 jurisdiction 
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is vested in the High Court.212 No specification is given as to which High court will 

have jurisdiction-, and as such it should be determined in accordance with section 

6(7) of the Superior Courts Act.213 This section briefly provides that 

(W)henever it appears to the Judge President of a Division that it is expedient or in 
the interest of justice to hold a sitting for the hearing of any matter at a place 
elsewhere that at the seat or a local seat of the division, he or she may, after 
consultation with the Minister, hold such sitting at that place. 214 

 

The access of foreign representatives is limited in terms of section 10.215 This section 

determines that even if an application by the foreign representative is done in 

accordance with the Cross-Border Act, the foreign representative, assets or affairs of 

the debtor is not subject to the jurisdiction of the court of the Republic for any 

purpose other than that of the application;216 jurisdiction is therefore limited.  

This statutory right is thus only afforded to foreign representatives from a designated 

state. Recognition for representatives from non-designated states is dependent upon 

the discretion of the local courts, which discretion is based upon comity.217 The 

implication of this is that when a representative is from a designated state the court 

will have no discretion on whether or not recognition should be granted if the 

application is done in accordance with the Cross–Border Act. The foreign 

representative will then receive direct access to our courts. In contrast and as stated 

above, recognition of a representative from a non-designated state is determined in 

accordance with the common law, which is largely based on territoriality, comity and 

practice.218  

Now that it has been established that foreign creditors have access to local 

proceedings, it is important to ascertain what position they hold; in other words how 
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their claims are treated.219 In terms of section 13(1) foreign creditors have the same 

rights concerning the commencement of-, and participation in, proceedings in terms 

of the our insolvency law.220 These rights are however subject to subsection 2, which 

determines that the ranking of claims in proceedings under the insolvency laws of 

the Republic are not affected except that their claims may not be ranked lower than 

concurrent claims.221 Subsection 3 continues to state that the ranking of claims with 

regard to assets which are found locally are regulated by the law and practice on the 

ranking of claims by the Republic.222 This entails that claims are ranked in 

accordance with South African insolvency law, the ranking of claims are therefore 

unaltered.223 For example all creditors, local and foreign, have to submit their 

respective claims. The claims are then divided into preferential, secured or 

concurrent claims. The creditors will receive the dividend which is due to them in 

accordance with this ranking. A possible problem with this approach is that a 

situation may arise where a foreign creditor has a secured claim according to the law 

in his country, but his security is not recognised in South Africa. Will the doctrine of 

comity be used in these situations? 224 

Another example of the legislature’s intention to treat local and foreign creditors 

equally can be found in section 14.225 This section provides that all known creditors 

should be notified under the South African insolvency law; this notification has to be 

done in the same manner regardless if they have a South African address.226 It 
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nevertheless have to be kept in mind that this notification process is only applicable 

to creditors from designated states.227    

Albeit local creditors are placed in a better position than foreign creditors,228 both are 

afforded certain protections. The court must prior to acting in accordance with 

sections 19229 or 21230 be satisfied that the interest of creditors as well as any 

interested parties, which includes the debtor, are protected sufficiently.231 Section 19 

states that a foreign representative may apply for provisional relief when an 

application for recognition has been done.232 The application for relief may even be 

granted prior to the court granting recognition. In order for this to occur the 

representative has to demonstrate that the relief is needed on an urgent basis in 

order to protect the assets of the debtor or the interest of the creditors.233 The relief 

that may be granted include an order for the staying of executions against the 

debtor’s assets.234    

The recognition of foreign proceedings is also regulated in terms of the Cross-Border 

Act.  When a foreign representative requires recognition of a foreign proceeding in 

which he has been appointed then that representative must approach the High Court 

for recognition.235 The application must be accompanied by certain documentation as 

required by section 15(2).236 Once this application have been made the court has to 

determine whether the foreign proceedings should be considered as a foreign main 
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proceeding or as a foreign non-main proceeding.237 It will be classified as a foreign 

main proceeding if the debtor’s centre of main interest is situated within the court’s 

jurisdiction.238 The place where debtor’s centre of main interest is located is 

considered to be either the registered address of the business or the habitual 

residence of the debtor.239 It will be classified as a foreign non-main proceeding 

when the debtor has an establishment as defined in section 1(c) in that state’s 

jurisdiction.240 

As seen above, in some instances parallel proceedings are opened in different states. 

The main concern with concurrent proceedings is that the courts can make 

contradicting orders; or they may even act in a manner that will be detrimental to 

creditors who are situated in a different state. In an endeavour to limit these 

concerns section 28 provides that when recognition of a foreign main proceeding has 

been given, proceedings in terms of the insolvency laws of the Republic may only be 

instituted if the debtor has assets located it the Republic.241 If the debtor has assets 

located in the Republic then an action may be instituted. This action is however 

limited to the local assets to the extent that is required for the co-operation and co-

ordination in terms of sections 25-27.242 There are provisions for any relief that have 

already been granted in a foreign non-main proceeding in order to conform to the 

foreign main proceeding that is recognised at a later stage.243 As soon as the foreign 

main proceeding is acknowledged by the High Court, then the debtor is presumed to 

be an insolvent for the purpose of instituting a local proceeding.244 It is important to 
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mention that the proceedings that take place in the Republic will be regarded as the 

non-main proceedings.245 

In conclusion it is clear that once the Cross-Border Act comes into operation, the 

determination of jurisdiction will have a duel effect. Representatives and creditors 

from non-designated states still have to rely on common law principles, while 

representatives and creditors from designated states will receive the full benefits that 

are offered in the Cross-Border Act.246 The Cross-Border Act will bring about legal 

certainty but only in respect to representatives and creditors from designated states. 

They will have direct access to court and will receive the assurance that their claims 

are not ranked lower than concurrent claims. In complete contrast to this creditors 

and representatives from non-designated states will still have to rely on the doctrine 

of comity which as seen from above gives rise to uncertainty. It is because of this 

that it can be said that a uniform cross-border insolvency law is required, one which 

does not differentiate between states, but treats all representatives and creditors 

regardless of their country of origin equally.  

2.4.2 The Cross-Border Act and financial institutions 

It is however not clear if the same rules will apply to a financial institution, such as a 

bank.247 As mentioned above there is a vital difference in the treatment of various 

creditors according to different insolvency systems.248 For example, when a dividend 

is payable all claims against the debtor are first classified as secured, preferential or 

concurrent claims. Creditors afforded with personal rights will have to share the 

dividend with creditors that are grouped in the same category.249 In contrast to this a 

person with an in rem right is considered to be a third party to the insolvency 
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proceedings, one who does not have to share any dividend with other creditors.250 In 

the past the classification of creditors into these categories occurred with relative 

ease. But when it comes to financial institutions the distinction between personal and 

in rem rights have proven to be much more difficult.251 The reason for this is because 

nations have taken a very distinct position of what the nature of an investor’s rights 

should be.252  

Another reason why the same principles cannot be applied to banks is because each 

bank relies on a well-functioning inter-bank market.253 A bank with cross-border 

operations that goes insolvent will have a damaging effect on these inter-bank 

markets which in turn will create several liquidity problems for non-financial 

institutions.254 It is clear that different rules should be applied when a bank is 

declared insolvent as a well-functioning banking system is essential for economic 

stability.255   

From the aforesaid it is clear to the author's mind that the common law principles as 

well as the principles contained in the Cross-Border Act are insufficient to properly 

adjudicate a matter pertaining to cross-border bank insolvency. As such it is 

important to investigate how other countries have attempted to resolve the aforesaid 

problems. In paragraph 2.4 below the American perspective on cross-border 

insolvency law will be examined in order to establish if the same principles should be 

adopted in South Africa.    

2.5 The American perspective on cross-border insolvency law 

 

Cross-border insolvency matters are governed in terms of Chapter 15 under Title 11 

of the United States of America’s256 Bankruptcy Code.257 Chapter 15 is also based on 
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the Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency.258 As in South Africa the purpose of 

Chapter 15 is to incorporate the Model Law in order to provide an effective way of 

administrating cross-border insolvency matters.259  

According to Schrag and Heuer Chapter 15 provides a statutory structure in terms of 

which a foreign representative who is involved in foreign insolvency proceedings can 

obtain assistance.260 This assistance is provided by a US court261 and it relates to the 

handling of the foreign debtor’s assets which are located in the US.262 In terms of 

Chapter 15 the courts should co-operate with a foreign court if that court has 

jurisdiction over the main bankruptcy proceeding.263 The recognition of foreign 

proceedings is regulated by section 1517.264 This section determines that the foreign 

proceeding should either be recognised as a foreign main or a foreign non-main 

proceeding.265 The distinction between a foreign main or a foreign non-main are 

similar to the distinction as provided for in the Cross-Border Act.266  

It is therefore important to understand in which category the proceedings fall as it 

has an impact on the scope and nature of relief which is afforded to the foreign 

debtor by the US bankruptcy courts.267 If the proceedings are determined to be a 

foreign main proceeding then the debtor immediately and automatically receives the 

benefit of an automatic stay.268 It is important to mention that this automatic stay 

corresponds with section 20 of the Cross-Border Act.269 This enables the foreign 
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representative to operate any of the debtors businesses which are situated in the 

US.270 If the proceedings are classified to be a foreign non-main proceeding, then a 

hearing at the court's discretion has to be held in order to establish if the same relief 

may be granted.271 Relief is thus not automatically afforded to the foreign 

representative.272    

The determination whether a foreign proceeding is classified as main or non-main 

proceeding is similar to section 17 of the Cross Border Act.273 A foreign main 

proceeding is determined by the centre of main interest of the debtor,274 and a 

foreign non-main proceeding is where the debtor merely has an establishment.275 

The US thus follow the same distinction as in South Africa. The burden of proof is 

placed on the foreign representative to prove where the debtor’s centre of main 

interest is located.276 The question as to when the centre of main interest should be 

determined was answered in the matter of Lavie v Ran (In re Ran).277 In this matter 

the court of appeal held that the determination must be done at the time of 

instituting the Chapter 15 proceedings.278  
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As in South Africa a court application by the foreign representative is required in 

order to obtain recognition under Chapter 15.279 Only a foreign representative who 

has been appointed or authorised to either control a debtor’s assets or act as a 

foreign representative may launch the application for recognition.280 This 

appointment or authorisation must be granted in the foreign proceedings.281 In other 

words, prior to recognition being granted, an appointed or authorised foreign 

representative must bring a court application in terms of which recognition is sought. 

The requirement for recognition under Chapter 15 is similar to the requirements 

stated in the Cross-Border Act.282 It is clear that just as in the case of section 9 of 

the Cross-Border Act, once recognition is granted, the foreign representative is 

granted with direct access to courts. Upon recognition the foreign representative 

may receive certain rights. These rights include the right to institute proceedings as 

well as the capacity to apply for relief in an appropriate court.283 Domestic and 

foreign creditors receive the same rights in respect to the participations and 

commencement of Chapter 15 filings.284 As stated above the position is not yet clear 

in those situations where the creditor has a secured claim in South Africa that is not 

recognised in the US.  

Another important aspect of the Chapter 15 procedure is that it provides courts with 

a discretion to decide whether or not a foreign proceeding should be recognised.285 

This discretion is aimed at protecting the interest of creditors or any other interested 

                                        
279 Section 1504. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 452; 

and Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 159. 
280 Elkin et al 2006 Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law 5. 
281 Elkin et al 2006 Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law 5. 
282  Section 15(2) of the Cross-Border Act  states that an application for recognition must be 

accompanied by – (a) a certified copy of the decision commencing the foreign proceedings and 

appointing the foreign representative; or (b) a certificate from the foreign court affirming the 
existence of the foreign proceedings and of the appointment of the foreign representative. The 

minimum requirement for recognition under Chapter 15 is some type of documentation of 

certification from the foreign court confirming the existence of the foreign insolvency proceeding 
and the authority of the foreign representative to act.  

283 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 444. Also see Weideman and 
Stander 2012 PER 160. 

284 Elkin et al 2006 Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law 1. 
285  While in South Africa it is based partially on designation. Thus the US does not follow the 

reciprocity rule.  
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parties who are situated in the United States.286 Thus they do not follow the 

reciprocity rule. Just as in the case in South African law this discretion is however 

limited. Foreign proceedings may not be recognised if those proceedings will be 

against public policy.287 Additionally the court should also be satisfied that those 

proceedings will be fair to the parties situated in the United States.288 According to 

Story the exception of public policy is very narrowly interpreted-, and is only used in 

exceptional circumstances.289 

2.5.1 Chapter 15 and financial institutions 

A very important aspect with regard to the focus of this research that should be 

mentioned is that section 109290 determines who qualifies as a debtor under the 

Bankruptcy Code. Section 109(b) determines that a bank does not qualify as a debtor 

under the Bankruptcy Code-, and as a result cannot file for bankruptcy in terms of 

Chapter 15.291 A void is thus created with the inclusion of this section. In an attempt 

to rectify the void, the US developed the Dodd-Frank Act. The Dodd-Frank Act is 

specifically aimed at solving the problems relating to cross-border insolvency matters 

of financial institutions, such as banks. How this is accomplished with specific 

reference to the determination of jurisdiction and the treatment of creditors are 

discussed later in this study.  

It is clear from the above mentioned that the provisions contained in Chapter 15 and 

the Cross-Border Act is fairly similar. It is also clear that neither one of the two 

provides a clear answer to the question of how cross-border bank insolvency matters 

will be adjudicated. The final aspect of this chapter focuses on the European 

perspective on cross-border insolvency. The purpose thereof is to determine if they 

can provide principles that can be adopted in South Africa in order to adjudicate a 

matter pertaining to cross-border bank insolvency.  

                                        
286 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 445. 
287 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 445. 
288 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 445. 
289 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 445. 
290 Section 109 of Title 11 of the U.S Bankruptcy Code. 
291 Section 109 of Title 11 of the U.S Bankruptcy Code, also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of 

International and Comparative Law 449. Also see Elkin et al 2006 Norton Annual Survey of 
Bankruptcy Law 1. 
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2.6 The European Union perspective on cross-border insolvency law 

The European Union Council Regulations292 regulates all matters pertaining to cross-

border insolvency within the EU, as it is directly applicable.293 This means that it has 

automatic legal effect and that it is the prevailing authority on all cross-border 

insolvency matters.294 According to Story the purpose of the EU Regulations is to 

provide co-operation for efficient and effective operations of all cross-border 

insolvencies matters.295 The goals in South Africa, the USA and the EU are therefore 

the same. This only shows the importance of a uniform cross-border insolvency 

system. One of the main goals of the EU Regulations is to provide specific choice of 

law provisions, which will eliminate forum shopping.296 

In terms of the EU Regulations jurisdiction is determined by the main interest of the 

debtor.297 Article 3(1) of the EU Regulations refers to international jurisdiction and it 

states that 

(T)he court of the Member State within the territory of which the centre of the 
debtor’s main interest is situated shall have jurisdiction to open insolvency 
proceedings (‘main insolvency proceedings’). The centre of main interest shall be 
the place where the debtor conducts the administration of its interest on a regular 
basis and which is ascertainable by third parties.298 

 

From the aforementioned it is clear that the determination of the debtor’s centre of 

main interest in terms of article 3(1) corresponds with the South African 

determination in the Cross-Border Act as well as with the US determination in 

Chapter 15. Dotevall emphasises that the EU Regulations do not provide a clear 

                                        
292 EU Council Regulations, herein after referred to as the EU Regulations. 
293  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 138. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and 

Comparative Law 440. 
294 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 440. 
295 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 440. It is thus clear that the 

goals in South Africa the US and the EU are similar, this clearly emphasises the need for the 

development of a uniform cross-border insolvency law. 
296 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 441. For a discussion on forum 

shopping see paragraph 3.2 of this study.  
297 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 441. A debtor does not include 

a insurance undertaking, credit institutions or investment undertakings article 1 of the EU 

Regulations. 
298 Article 3(1) of the EU regulations. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and 

Comparative Law 441. 
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definition of centre of main interest.299 As such a factual determination has to be 

done in order to establish the debtor’s centre of main interest.300 Various writers are 

of the opinion that courts interpret the meaning of centre of main interest by 

following the legal definition contained in Recital 13 the EU Regulations.301  

Where subsidiaries of multinational groups are however considered the 

determination can become more intricate. The one possibility is that all subsidiaries 

receive the same centre of main interest as the parent company.302 The second 

possibility is that separate proceedings are opened for each subsidiary in the 

jurisdiction where that subsidiary has its centre of main interest.303 In terms of 

English case law (applying the EU Regulations) the centre of main interest of 

multinational groups are determined by the registered address of the main 

company.304 This determination is based on the presumption contained in article 

3(1).305 This presumption is similar to the presumption contained in section 1516; a 

further parallel can thus be drawn between the EU Regulations and Chapter 15.306 In 

the matter of Eurofoods IFCS Ltd-Bondi v Bank of America NA307 the court in a 

rebuttal to the presumption contained in article 3(1) held that the centre of main 

                                        
299  Chapter 15 also does not provide a definition of centre of main interest.  
300  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 138. 
301  Recital 13 states the following: The centre of main interest should correspond to the place where 

the debtor conducts the administration of his interest on a regular basis and is therefore 

ascertainable to third parties. These two elements are not specifically sated in either the Cross-
border Act or in Chapter 15 but to the author's mind the second element automatically follows on 

the first element. There were a debtor normally conducts this administration on a regular basis is 

the place most ascertainable by third parties.      
302  Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 66, The US has made an order that all of the insolvent’s 

companies must fall under one procedure, resulting in the assets being pooled together and 
forming one group. 

303  Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 66. 
304  In Re Daisytek-ISA LTD 2003 BCC 562. Also see Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 66; 
305  Article 3(1) states: In the case of a company or legal person, the place of the registered office 

shall be presumed to be the centre of its main interest in the absence of proof to the contrary.  
306  Section 1516 states: The location of the debtor’s registered office is the centre of its main 

interest. 
307  Eurofood IFCS Ltd – Bondi v Bank of America NA (case C-341/04, OJ [2006] C 143/11). In this 

matter he court had to determine the centre of main interest of Eurofood which was a subsidiary 

of Parmalat. Parmalat’s registered office was situated in Italy while Eurofood’s was registered in 
Ireland.  
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interest of the company can only be the registered office when factors which are 

both objective and ascertainable to third parties are considered.308  

It is not sufficient only to understand how the debtor’s centre of main interest is 

determined, when that determination is made should also be understood. Currently 

two viewpoints exist. The first viewpoint is that the centre of main interest of the 

debtor should be determined at the time when the decision to open insolvency 

proceedings are considered.309 The second viewpoint that is followed corresponds 

with the American perspective. In terms thereof the centre of main interest should 

be determined at the time when insolvency proceedings are opened.310 A practical 

example to explain the two different viewpoints are as follows: A multinational entity 

has its centre of main interest located in the United Kingdom.311 Prior to launching an 

application to open insolvency proceedings the entity moves its centre of main 

interest to Germany. In accordance with the first viewpoint UK would have 

jurisdiction as the entity's centre of main interest was located in its jurisdiction the 

moment the entity decided to apply for the opening of insolvency proceedings.312 In 

accordance with the second viewpoint, Germany would have jurisdiction as the 

centre of main interest was located in its jurisdiction at the moment that the 

insolvency proceedings were opened (the relevant order granted).313   

Insolvency proceedings which are opened in the jurisdiction where the centre of 

main interest is located are considered to be the main insolvency proceedings.314 

These proceedings will have a universal scope in that all of the debtor’s assets 

                                        
308  Eurofood IFCS Ltd – Bondi v Bank of America NA (case C-341/04, OJ [2006] C 143/11) par 35. 

Also see Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 67; Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 141.  
309  Genevan Trading Co Ltd v Kjell Tore Skjevesland High Court, 11 Nov 2002 [2003] BCC 391. Also 

see Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 142. In South African terms this is when an application is 

made for a sequestration or liquidation order. 
310  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 142. In South African terms this is when an application is made 

for a sequestration or liquidation order. 
311  United Kingdom, herein after referred to as UK. 
312  Genevan Trading Co Ltd v Kjell Tore Skjevesland High Court, 11 Nov 2002 [2003] BCC 391. Also 

see Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 142. 
313  Susanne Staubitz-Schreiber ECJ. 17 Jan 2006, C-1/04 (eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:62004CJ0001&from=EN) Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 
142. 

314  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 137. 
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around the globe are included in the proceedings.315 Recognition of foreign 

proceedings are also not left to the judiciary. In contrast the EU Regulations 

determine that once a main insolvency proceeding have been opened in a member 

state then that proceeding is automatically recognised by all the other member 

states.316 Local creditors are protected in that the law of the state where the main 

proceedings are taking place will be applicable to those proceedings.317 

Because foreign creditors may be prejudiced, it will be to their advantage to open 

secondary proceedings. Secondary proceedings can also be instituted in a different 

jurisdiction if a debtor qualifies as an establishment.318 Just as in the case of Chapter 

15 and the Cross-Border Act the EU Regulations provide an explicit definition of an 

establishment. Article 2(10) defines an establishment as any place of business where 

the debtor has carried out operations in the three months prior to the institution of 

the main insolvency proceedings.319 It is clear that this definition is similar to those 

provided for in Chapter 15 and the Cross-Border Act. The determination for 

recognition of a foreign non-main or secondary proceeding is thus a definitional 

matter.320 The requirements of an establishment are also similar.321  

The scope of the secondary proceedings are however limited to the assets located in 

that jurisdiction.322 These secondary proceedings are similar to the non-main 

proceedings in terms of Chapter 15 and the Cross-Border Act. The interests of local 

creditors are still afforded with certain protections, in that the national law of the 

member state will be applicable to the secondary proceedings.323  

                                        
315  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 138. Also see Dotevall 2012 Scandinavion Stud 65. 
316 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 442. Also see Weideman and 

Stander 2012 PER 145. 
317 Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 441. 
318 Article 3(2) and 3(3) of the EU Regulations. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International 

and Comparative Law 441. 
319  Article 2(10) of the EU Regulations. 
320  Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 190. 
321  A objective test is used to determine if a establishment exists, it is a question of fact, also see 

Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 190. 
322 Article 3(2) and 3(3) of the EU regulations. Also see Story 2015 Arizona Journal of International 

and Comparative Law 441; Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 198. 
323 Weideman and Stander 2012 PER 198. 
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2.6.1 The EU Regulations and financial institutions 

Just as in the case with Chapter 15 the EU Regulations does not specifically answer 

the question of cross-border bank insolvency.  

2.7 Summary 

It is clear throughout the entire Chapter 2 that South Africa, USA and the EU all have 

the same objective in regard to handling cross-border insolvency matters. This 

further emphasises the need for a uniform cross-border insolvency system. Even 

though the handling of cross-border insolvency matters has greatly improved 

through the development of the Cross-Border Act, Chapter 15 and the EU 

Regulations it is clear that the same principles cannot be applied to cross-border 

bank insolvency matters. The reason being is that cross-border bank insolvency has 

its own unique set of problems. In an effort to explain why there is a need for a 

uniform cross-border bank insolvency system, the problems that are specific to cross-

border banking activities are discussed. Only after the problems have been identified 

can it be attempted to derive at possible solutions.      

3 Cross-border bank insolvency law 

3.1 Introduction 

From the above mentioned it is clear that South Africa, the United States of America 

as well as the European Union have attempted to eliminate the problems associated 

with cross-border insolvency. It is however important to point out that there is a 

noteworthy difference between traditional cross-border insolvency matters and cross-

border insolvency of financial institutions. One of the differences that are worth 

pointing out is that with corporate insolvency, the law is generally aimed at treating 

all creditors fair, in order for this to be accomplished, the process is slow and time 

consuming.324 The insolvency of banks has to limit the disturbance to the day to day 

                                        
324  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
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functions of that bank in order to ensure that normal banking activity persists.325  If 

this is not achieved systemic326 instability will be inevitable.327 As stated above the 

principles contained in the Cross-Border Act is not sufficient to resolve a matter of 

cross-border bank insolvency. Furthermore, section 109328 of the US Bankruptcy 

Code specifically excludes banks and as a result Chapter 15 will also not applicable. 

The question thus remains is there a need for a uniform cross-border bank 

insolvency law?  

In an effort to answer the aforementioned two additional questions present itself. 

The first question that comes to mind is: what makes a bank so special? And 

secondly, why do banks require a unique resolution process when insolvency 

intervenes? There are a number of reasons why banks are considered to be special 

and it will be impossible to mention all. In the author's opinion the reasons stated 

below are the most prominent aspects why banks are considered to be special. 

Firstly, banks are considered to be the principle type of financial institutions.329 This 

means that banks are, especially amongst ordinary citizens, the most popular type of 

financial institutions that exist. Secondly, bank deposits are mainly comprised of a 

vast percentage of the population,330 in other words most of a bank's money arises 

from the public, ranging from the wealthy upper class to the poorest lower class. The 

last reason that the author feels should be mentioned is that banks contain the 

largest share of the population's or businesses liquid assets.331 This means that most 

of the population's or small businesses' money is held by banks. It is therefore clear 

why banks largely depend upon public trust and support. When banks lose the 

public's trust and support its operations will come to a halt which in turn can lead to 

its economic failure.332     

                                        
325  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
326  Systemic risk and instability are discussed in paragraph 4.2 below.  
327  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
328 Section 109 of Title 11 of the US Bankruptcy Code. 
329  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 
330  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 
331  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 
332  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 2. 
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Another important aspect that is worth mentioning is that banks in the modern ages 

have moved away from the traditional type of banking activity. Banks are no longer 

purely financial mediators; instead banks are now considered to be multinational 

corporations333 with their main focus on investment banking.334  

Now turning to the second question at hand: why is there a need for a uniform 

cross-border bank insolvency framework? The main reason is because banks are 

closely interlinked with each other.335 The second reason is because banks operate 

across national boundaries because of international trade.336 This means that banks 

are subject to a variety of different jurisdictions and regulations.337 This can be very 

problematic as national regulations are developed and influenced by historical 

events, political agendas as well as social standards.338 The final aspect that should 

be mentioned is the ease with which banking assets can be transferred from one 

owner to another and even from one country to another.339 For example the ease 

with which an everyday consumer can purchase items from another country by 

means of an electronic funds transfer. There are numerous other reasons that can be 

mentioned but it still does not answer the question as to the importance thereof. 

Declaring insolvency is the last resort to attempt to repay all debtors and having a 

framework in place will allow the procedure to be fast and effective.340  Another 

advantage is that it would limit outside influence and the problems related to the 

different creditor's rights.341 Because politics play a crucial role in the development of 

law, when a large bank fails it is easy to draw an inference that political pressure is 

                                        
333  For a description of a multinational corporation see Chapter 2.1 above.  
334  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 3. 
335  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 
336  Because of the close link between insolvency and commercial law that is based upon different 

legal traditions has led to different insolvency rules. See Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking 
Regulation 175 and Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 

337  Because of the close link between insolvency and commercial law that is based upon different 
legal traditions has led to different insolvency rules. See Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking 
Regulation 175 and Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 

338  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
339  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 342. 
340  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
341  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
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the main consideration whether or not bail-out342 money will be provided.343 This 

concern can be eliminated with the existence of a unified legal framework.  

From the aforementioned it is clear why it is crucial during a financial crisis to have a 

clear legal framework that governs financial insolvency.344 The implementation of 

specific rules that govern insolvency of banks will prevent financial instability.345 As 

the position currently stands there are no international accepted standards for 

banking insolvency.346 With the absence of a uniform cross-border bank insolvency 

system, the liquidation of cross-border banks347 are determined in accordance with 

national legal systems.348 This is problematic as in some countries the law favours 

the creditors but in others it favours the debtors.349 As such the choice between the 

lex generalis350 and the lex specialis351 have led to a range of approaches to bank 

insolvency.352 The effectiveness thereof depends on voluntary co-operation between 

nations.353 Lastra correctly points out that this can be problematic because 

(t)he division of responsibilities between home and host country authority remains a 
matter of controversy.354  

 

Regulators across the globe are faced with a number of challenges with the 

increased growth of cross-border banking activities.355 According to Lastra356 

                                        
342  For the meaning of a bail out see Chapter 4 of this study.   
343  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 4. 
344  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
345  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
346  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
347  A cross-border bank refers to a bank that has branches and subsidiaries located in different 

jurisdictions. 
348  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. Also see Lastra 2004 Journal of International 

Banking Regulation 202. 
349  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
350  Merrian Webster 2017 https://www.merrian-webster.com/dictionary/lex%20generalis where it is 

stated that lex generalis is a term to describe a law of general application. For example in some 

jurisdictions general insolvency law is followed as banks are considered to be like other 
corporations. Also see  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175.   

351  Anon 2016 https://definitions.uslegal.com/l/lex-specialis./ where it is stated that lex specialis is a 

Latin phrase which means law governing a specific subject matter. For example in some 
jurisdictions banks are subject to specialised insolvency regimes administered by bank 

supervisors. Also see  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175.     
352  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
353  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
354  Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 175. 
355  Lastra 2004 Journal of International Banking Regulation 202. 
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insolvency law have to accomplish two basic objectives: firstly creditors have to be 

treated fair and predictably and secondly the assets of the debtor have to be 

maximised to the benefit of the creditors.357 She continues to state that bank 

insolvency law needs to fulfil an additional objective 

(T)he bank should be closed as soon as the market value of its net worth reaches 
zero, because at this moment, direct losses are only suffered by shareholders. If the 
bank is declared legally insolvent when the market value of its net worth is already 
negative, losses will accrue not only to shareholders, but also to uninsured 
creditors.358 

 

The attempt to explain the importance of a uniform cross-border bank insolvency law 

was twofold. Initially, cross-border banking activities within the SADC region were 

used as a practical example. This was accomplished by providing a brief background 

of cross-border bank insolvency within the SADC region. Following this, the specific 

factors that complicate cross-border bank insolvency in the SADC region were 

explored. The second part of the discussion will focus specifically on the Lehman 

Brothers Bankruptcy.359 The purpose thereof is to illustrate the global consequences 

of a failing bank, there after a conclusion is provided on the importance of a uniform 

cross-border bank insolvency law.     

3.2 Cross-border bank insolvency in the SADC region. 

 

SADC is a treaty based organisation that aims to achieve development and economic 

growth360 by means of co-operation between member states in all areas which are 

necessary for regional development and integration.361 The areas of co-operation 

include amongst others industry, trade, finances and investments.362 In terms of 

                                                                                                                           
356  Lastra 2004 Journal of International Banking Regulation 202. 
357  Lastra 2004 Journal of International Banking Regulation 202.  
358  Lastra 2004 Journal of International Banking Regulation 202. 
359  Lehman Brothers Holding Inc was one of the largest investment bank in the USA with over $639 

billion in assets. 
360  Article 5 of the Treaty of the Southern African Development Community, hereinafter referred to 

as SADC Treaty. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of group and financial  Insolvencies in the 

SADC Region'' 99 
361  Article 21 of the SADC Treaty.  
362  Article 21(3)(c) of the SADC Treaty.  
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article 9 certain institutions should be established to oversee the implementation of 

its objectives.363  

The uniformity of trade laws is an important aspect of regional and economic 

integration.364 In order for economic integration to successfully take place a uniform 

legal framework with a uniform cross-border insolvency legislation that supports such 

integration is of paramount importance.365 The fundamental purpose of a uniform 

insolvency law is to prevent forum shopping.366 Pauwelyn367 defines forum shopping 

as 

(A) litigant’s attempt to have his action tried in a particular court or jurisdiction 
where he feels he will receive the most favourable judgment or verdict.368 

 

When provisions with these specific objectives are endorsed, the doubt in regards to 

the degree to which national law is applicable will be eliminated.369 Widely accepted 

trade laws have been developed within the SADC region in an attempt to eliminate 

some of the problems that currently hamper intra-regional trade.370 But even with 

the accepted trade laws cross-border bank insolvency matters are still governed by 

means of several national insolvency laws.371 It is common knowledge that each 

state within the SADC region has its own unique legal framework and that the 

insolvency procedures within SADC countries are very diverse.  This aspect creates 

numerous problems. It is clear that cross-border insolvency law constitutes a very 

intricate process. The question however remain how will the insolvency of banks be 

co-ordinated within the SADC region?372 

                                        
363  Article 9 of the SADC Treaty.  
364  Saurombe 2009 SA Merc LJ 695. 
365  Saurombe 2009 SA Merc LJ 695 – 709. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of group and financial  

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 99. 
366  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 2. 
367  Pauwelyn 2004 Minnesota Journal of Global Trade 246.  
368  Pauwelyn 2004 Minnesota Journal of Global Trade 246. Also see Leno 2013 Journal of African law 

2. 
369  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 2. 
370  Saurombe 2009 SA Merc LJ 695. 
371  Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
372  Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100.  
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As stated above there is a significant difference between commercial and bank 

insolvency. The foundation for this difference can be found in the basic structure of 

financial institutions, such as banks. The banking sector is profoundly interlinked with 

each other, for example in some instances a highly developed financial system will 

have to co-exist with a poorly developed financial system.373 The integrated 

corporate structure of banks is but another example of the complexity of banking 

activities.374 Garrido375 explains that the problems connected with the insolvency of a 

financial institution (such as a bank) are increased by the globalisation of markets 

which are situated in different jurisdictions.376 He states that these problems are 

complicated by the difference in the treatment of investors and creditors.377 The fear 

of non-compliance of treaties is but another example.378  

3.3 The problems associated with cross-border bank insolvency within 

SADC  

 

Cabello and others379 identify certain factors that complicate cross-border bank 

insolvency law in the SADC region each of which are discussed below: 

3.3.1 Extreme diversity in the SADC region 

Notwithstanding the growth of banking activities within the SADC region, some 

countries remain highly underdeveloped.380  Because the rate of development and 

the availability of proper infrastructure vary vastly within the region, this has resulted 

                                        
373 For example in the SADC region financial institutions situated in countries such as South Africa 

has to co-exist with financial institutions situated in countries such as Zimbabwe which is on the 

verge of economic collapse. See Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36. 
374  Standard bank for example has a variety of different financial subsidiaries and structures each of 

which is governed by its own unique set of rules. Also see Cabello et al Banking on the African 
Moment 37. 

375 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 780. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 
Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 

376 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 780. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
377 Garrido 2010 Unif L Rev 780. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
378  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 21. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
379 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. 
380  Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
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in banking activities within the region being extremely diverse.381 The diversity is 

especially evident when one considers the number of banks situated in each country. 

Highly developed countries such as South Africa have more native banks than banks 

originating from the other African countries.382 Poorly developed countries such as 

Mozambique barley have any native banks instead they are dominated by foreign 

banks from more developed countries.383  Because of the extreme diversity that exist 

between the nations it is easy to understand why Cabello has identified it as one of 

the primary obstacles to the development of a uniform cross-border insolvency 

law.384  

It cannot be denied that, in order to improve banking regulations within the SADC 

region some form of consensus is required.385 Leno explains that consensus is 

however difficult to reach as states within the SADC region have very different legal 

traditions.386 According to Cabello consensus is thus determined in accordance with 

the "lowest common denominator" approach.387 This approach entails that the most 

primitive, basic level of development amongst the countries will be followed. In 

addition to this even though the implementation of the Basal Core Principles for 

Effective Banking Supervision388 has been accepted by all the countries in the SADC 

region, there is no conformity as to the compliance thereof.389    

                                        
381 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101 and Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
382  Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
383  Beck et al Making Cross-Border Banking Work for Africa 30. Also see Salami 2016 

roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
384 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 101. 
385 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. 
386  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 4. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100. Some countries have a Roman Dutch and English law 
origin and others a French or Portuguese framework or traditions.  

387 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 
and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 102. 

388  Basal Core Principles, hereinafter referred to as BCP 
389 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 102. 
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3.3.2 Complex structure of banks  

Another reason why it is difficult to create a uniform cross-border insolvency 

framework is, as stated above, the fact that banks now operate business in different 

sectors.390 They have, for example, divisions in investment banking, capital markets 

as well as insurance.391 The effect of this is that banks nowadays have an 

exceptionally intricate corporate structure.392  A consequence of the complex 

corporate organisation of banks is that each division in itself is subject to certain 

practices and regulations that are unique to that division. According to Salami 

another unintended consequence is that these divisions now expand across different 

banking systems.393 The effect of this is that banks involved in cross-border 

operations will have originated and developed from different regulatory 

backgrounds.394  

Another factor that goes hand in hand with the complex structure of banks is the 

lack of information sharing that takes place between nations.395 The extent to which 

the exchange of accurate and reliable information takes place between nations 

differs considerably. This is especially true between home and host administrators. 

What this means is that it is understandable that a more developed country such as 

South Africa will not rely on information that is supplied to it by a poorly developed 

country such as Zimbabwe.396 Cabello points out that this is especially true when that 

particular country do not comply with the BCP or apply the International Financial 

                                        
390  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 3. Also see Salami 2016 

roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
391  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 3. Also see Salami 2016 

roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
392 For example the First Rand Group which is comprised of numerous subsidiaries. Cabello et al 

Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and 

Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. and Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
393  Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
394 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 
395 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101 
396 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. 
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Reporting Standards.397 The contrary thus also holds true: how can a country that is 

not compliant with the BCP or who does not apply the IFR possibly understand the 

information that is supplied to them from a country that is compliant and that does 

apply the IFR?398 Why is sharing information so important? When information is 

shared, a learning experience is created between the parties involved.399 Wolf points 

out-, and the author agrees, that, when information is shared between banks it 

greatly influences how these banks organize and develop themselves in a corporate 

manner.400 She continues and states that the sharing of information can eventually 

lead to a uniform framework on banking activities.401 

3.3.3 Non-binding effect of regional guidelines. 

In an effort to attend to the above mentioned problems the Finance and Investment 

Protocol402 was signed by the regional financial authorities namely the SADC 

committee of Central Bank Governors and the SADC Subcommittee of Banking 

Supervisors.403 The purpose of the FIP is to create the harmonization of investment 

and financial policies in member states.404 The purpose of these protocols is to 

inspire SADC countries to establish a uniform set of rules and procedures.405  Another 

initiative of SADC is the SADC Model Central bank law.406  

Even though progress have been made no harmonization have yet been reached.407 

This can be attributed to the fact that the SADC countries as mentioned above are in 

different stages of development, as well as the fact that the adherence to the BCP 

                                        
397 International Financial Reporting Standards herein after referred to as IFR. Cabello et al Banking 

on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 
Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 

398 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. 
399  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 14.  
400  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 14.  
401  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 14.  
402  Finance and Investment Protocol, herein after referred to as FIP. 
403 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103; Enoch, Mathieu and Mecagni 2015 

International Monetary Fund 50. 
404 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39.  
405  Enoch, Mathieu and Mecagni 2015 International Monetary Fund 50. 
406  SADC Model Central bank law, herein after referred to as Bank Law. 
407  Enoch, Mathieu and Mecagni 2015 International Monetary Fund 50. 
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and IRF varies immensely.408 The implementation of these guidelines are however 

being constrained due to the fact that regional agreement are not binding on 

member states.409 

3.3.4 The viability of bilateral Memoranda of Understanding. 

With the lack of official international insolvency systems, countries revert to bilateral 

agreements, in most instances these agreements take on the form of a 

memorandum of understanding.410 When a MoUs411 are signed between countries it 

creates a type of an official framework in terms of which information sharing 

between financial supervisory authorities takes place.412 It is in essence a tool that is 

used between home and host administrators in order to abide by specific principles 

that aim at upholding the financial stability of the institutions.413 The basis for these 

MoUs is the availability of information.414 In order for a MoU to be effective, home 

and host supervisors should be willing to share information relating to the stability of 

the banking institution.415 This will ensure that proper procedures are put in place to 

assist a financial institution that experiences financial instability.416 As mentioned 

above this remains problematic as the extent that information is being shared 

between nations varies immensely. There are a variety of different MoUs that has 

been signed within the SADC region.417 The problem is, however that none of these 

contain a resolution process that should be followed in the event of insolvency.418 

                                        
408  Enoch, Mathieu and Mecagni 2015 International Monetary Fund 50. 
409 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 
410  Memoranda of understanding herein after referred to as MoU. Also see Lastra 2008 Journal of 

Banking Regulation 179; Lastra 2004 Journal of International Banking Regulation 207. 
411  A memoranda of understanding is a undertaking by both countries’ financial authorities to co-

operate with each other. An example of a MoU is the co-operation agreement between Central 

Bank and the Financila Ministries of the European Union.   
412 Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 179. Also see Cabello et al Banking on the African 

Moment 36-39.  
413 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
414  Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
415 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
416 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
417 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. Also see Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39; 

Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 
418 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
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The biggest problem with these MoUs is that they are voluntary and not legally 

binding.419  In other words there is no legal obligation to co-operate in terms of the 

MoU.420 In order for these MoUs to be effective supervisors from different states 

need to want to share information. This is especially true since no authority exists 

that determines the regularity that information sharing should take place, or even 

establishes a method on how the sharing of information should take place.421 In the 

author's mind, this can only be successful if good relationships between the different 

countries exist.422  

3.4 Lehman Brothers Bankruptcy 

3.4.1 Introduction  

The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers is a prime example of the interconnected nature 

of banks as well as the global effect that is created when a large financial institution 

declares bankruptcy.  

3.4.2 Background 

Prior to 2008 Lehman Brothers (herein after referred to as Lehman) was considered 

to be one of the largest global investment banks.423 Lehman operated business in the 

three main global economic sectors namely: investment banking, capital markets as 

well as investment management.424 In order to fulfil its vision to become the largest 

investment bank in the US Lehman decided to change direction and substantially 

alter its business strategy.425  It moved away from its brokerage service and started 

                                        
419 Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 179.  Also see Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
420 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 
421 Salami 2016 roar.uel.ac.uk/5561/. 
422 Cabello et al Banking on the African Moment 36-39. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group 

and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 103. 
423  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1113. Also see Feng and Fredriksson 2010 

citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.186.5564&rep1&type=pdf and Wiggings, 
Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  

424  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1114. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina 
Banking Institute 267. 

425  The assets were tied up in immovable property from the loans it provided to consumers to 

purchase immovable property. There security for the loans was a mortgage over the property. 
See Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1115-1116. Also see Feng and Fredriksson 
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to focus on the real estate market and leveraged loans.426 As a result of this most of 

Lehman's assets were then tied up.427 This meant they no longer had primarily liquid 

assets.428 To overcome this stumbling block and to sustain its high risk profile 

Lehman was forced to borrow billions on a daily basis from short–term financial 

markets.429 After the failure of Bear Stearns,430 Lehman was unable to secure the 

short-term finance it needed in order to survive.431 Lehman was now in a precarious 

situation, as the company was experiencing quarterly losses. Attempting to avoid 

bankruptcy Lehman tried to negotiate a sale with Barclays, which ultimately fell 

through as the requirements432 needed to conclude the sale was disallowed by UK 

regulators.433 One of the reasons that was stated why the sale was not finalised was 

because no bankruptcy order was in place.434       

  

During 2008 Lehman (in an effort to escape liquidation) filed for Chapter 11 

protection.435 During the petition Lehman proclaimed to have $613 billion in debt.436 

                                                                                                                           
2010 citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.186.5564&rep1&type=pdf and 

Wiggings, Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  
426  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1115-116. Also see Feng and Fredriksson 2010 

citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.186.5564&rep1&type=pdf and Wiggings, 

Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  
427  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1116. Also see Feng and Fredriksson 2010 

citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.186.5564&rep1&type=pdf and Wiggings, 
Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  

428  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1116. Also see Feng and Fredriksson 2010 
citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.186.5564&rep1&type=pdf and Wiggings, 

Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  
429  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1116. 
430  Bear Stearns was one of the largest US securities firms. During 2008 Bear Stearns was in 

financial crises and the Federal Reserve Bank participated in there bailout. See Hardee 2011North 
Carolina Banking Institute 261-262.  

431  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1117. Also see Wiggings, Piontek and Metrick 

2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 
432  The shareholders were required to vote prior to the sale being approved, the vote could not be 

secured within the time frame and as a result the sale fell through. Also see Wiggings, Piontek 
and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 

433  Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1117-1118. 
434  Barclays did not want to proceed with the sale as they did not want to expose themselves to the 

possibility of fraudulent transfers or other claims. See Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law 
Review 1118. 

435  The application was made in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New 

York, see Estrada 2008 University of Richmond Law Review 1118. Also see Macey American 
Society of International Law Proceedings 34; Wiggings, Piontek and Metrick 2014 

http://som.yale.edu/ypfs 
436  Wiggings, Piontek and Metrick 2014 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. Also see Estrada 2008 University 
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The idea behind Chapter 11 protection was to provide Lehman the chance to dissolve 

some of its operations.437 However not all of Lehman's operations were subject to 

the bankruptcy proceedings such as the derivate contracts.438  After filling the 

petition439 Lehman again tried to negotiate a sale with Barclays to acquire its North 

American Businesses.440 The negotiations were re-opened because Lehman now had 

the protection of the bankruptcy procedure.441 Because of the volatility of Lehman's 

assets Barclays placed a five day deadline for the sale to the confirmed by means of 

a court order.442 During September the court confirmed the sale.443 The court order 

approved the sale for the North American investment banking business and capital 

markets as well as Lehman Brothers international.444 During the course of Lehman's 

demises an estimated nineteen of its subsidiaries continued to file for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy.445  

 

The bankruptcy of Lehman had a detrimental effect on its creditors. Hardee states 

that over sixty thousand claims were filed by various debtors against Lehman.446 This 

in itself was problematic but what complicated the matter even more was the fact 

that most of the debtors were subject to different insolvency laws.447 Because of the 

                                        
437  Prior to 2008 Lehman conducted business in investment banking, fixed income, equities and 

capital markets. See Feng and Fredriksson 2010 
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underlying assets. See Anon date unknown 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/derivative.asp. A fire sale is when the sale of assets occur 
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intricate nature of Lehman and the fact that different legal systems were in place, 

resulted in debtors fighting over the distribution of Lehman's assets.448  The delay in 

payments was yet another negative consequence of the bankruptcy procedure.449   

3.4.3 The effect on the global financial markets 

The moment Lehman filed for bankruptcy a shockwave spread across the global 

financial markets as this was the first time such a large financial institution had 

failed.450 The failure occurred during the sudden burst of the "housing bubble".451 

With the burst, the financial markets became concerned about the actual value of 

subprime mortgages and other related securities.452 This concern quickly spread to 

other types of securities across the financial markets not only in the United States 

but also across the globe.453 In the end the downfall of Lehman created a "global 

contagion".454 

The term "global contagion" is not very familiar in South Africa but it can best be 

described as 

(a) situation where one firm or market experiences a sudden shock that leads to 
other firms and markets experiencing a similar impact that is not totally explained 
by a direct linkage. 455 

It has a ripple effect in the sense that the particular situation creates such a dire 

effect on a global scale that even markets and companies that has no direct link to 

the falling situation will experience financial difficulties. The term thus has three key 

elements, namely, there must be (1) a distress to a market that has (2) a major 

negative effect not only on that market but also on (3) a secondary market.456 In the 

case of Lehman the contagion was a result of two distinct phases457 but it was the 
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connection between these two phases that resulted in the global economic 

destruction.458 The question however remain: how did these subprime mortgages459 

devastate the global economy? 

To sum up the course of events that lead to Lehman's collapse were considered to 

be the following: Firstly when Lehman's started to experience financial difficulties the 

question was raised what is the actual value of Lehman's real estate assets.460 The 

moment this question was raised, the sale of these assets were halted.461 What 

followed next was that Lehman was now placed in a position that they had to borrow 

money on a daily basis in order sustain its business.462 The lenders on the other 

hand no longer wanted to provide the financial assistance Lehman required as the 

estate assets provided as collateral were no longer accepted.463 In order to secure 

the financial assistance required Lehman had to deliver other assets as security.464 

When Lehman was unable to secure funding and meet its demand the Lehman's US 

holding company filed for bankruptcy, this created widespread fear across the global 

markets.465 The moment bankruptcy was filed in the US Lehman's UK broker-dealer 

was placed under supervision by the UK Financial Services Authority.466 The effect of 

this was that the UK broker-dealer's assets were frozen and communication ties 

between the US broker-dealer subsidiary467 and the UK broker-dealers were 

                                                                                                                           
phase fear and uncertainty washed over the global markets and created a severe liquidity crisis. 

See Wiggings and Metrick 2015 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 
458  Wiggings and Metrick 2015 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 
459  Subprime mortgage is a type of mortgage that is issued to a lender with a higher risk of 

defaulting in the loan. The interest charged on these types of loans are higher than conventional 

mortgage loans. See Anon date unknown 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/subprimemortgage.asp.    
460  When Bear Stearns liquidated two of its chief subprime mortgage companies, a concern was 

raised about the actual value of real estate assets, see Wiggings and Metrick 2015 
http://som.yale.edu/ypfs.  

461  Wiggings and Metrick 2015 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 
462  Wiggings and Metrick 2015 http://som.yale.edu/ypfs. 
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severed.468 This was however not the end. In the months that followed, a number of 

Lehman's affiliates that were located across the globe entered into bankruptcy and 

had their accounts frozen.469 Global markets began to panic, as the restrictions on 

the short-term credit markets increased which led to companies stockpiling there 

liquid assets.470  

From that point onwards the destructive implications escalated. During 2008 major 

banks situated in the Belgium,471 Iceland,472 UK473 and the Netherlands474 either 

received support by means of bail outs or taken over by their respective 

governments.475 Wiggings and Metrick mention that the situation got so dire in 

Ireland that the government took over the entire banking sector.476 The global panic 

an interconnected nature of banks was yet again confirmed when a joint press 

release was issued by among others the Federal Reserve and European Central 

Bank.477 In the press release these banks stated that they will jointly support liquidity 

in the short-term funding markets.478    

The collapse of Lehman emphasized that in order for an effective cross-border bank 

resolution to exist; an orderly resolution plan is required.479 Secondly an effective 

understanding of banking activities and its corporate structures are required and 

finally an adequate understanding of both host and home countries insolvency 

procedures is required.480  
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3.5 Summary  

From the above exposition it is clear that within this era of globalization a uniform 

cross-border bank insolvency law is required.481 Leno indicates that this can however 

only be achieved with state co-operation.482 The level of co-operation relates not only 

to the willingness [of the parties] to co-operate but also the willingness of countries 

to share information.483 This aspect is so important to Schwarcz that he pleads that 

conditions should be put in place that determines that cross-border bank insolvency 

law receives precedence over any national law within the region.484 According to him, 

only then will the problems stated above be resolved.      

In an effort to answer the aforesaid the United States of America has developed the 

Dodd-Frank Act. The purpose of this act is to eliminate the problems that are 

associated with cross-border bank insolvency matters. It is important to study the 

provisions contained in the Dodd-Frank Act as similar provisions can be used within 

the SADC region to reduce the aforesaid problems or in some instances even 

eliminate them in its entirety.   

4 Critical analysis and application of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 

and Consumer Protection Act 

4.1 Introduction and background  

 

As illustrated above, the insolvency of a financial institution is far more complicated 

than the insolvency of a natural person or a corporation for the reasons stated 

above. Another concern that relates to the insolvency of multi-national banks is the 

fear of systemic risk. Systemic risk can be defined as 
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(t)he probability that cumulative losses will occur from an event that ignites a series 
of successive losses along a chain of [financial] institutions or markets 
comprising….. a system.485 

In other words systemic risk refers to the collapse of an entire system.486 The most 

prominent effect of systemic failure of banks is the heightened cost of capital or the 

reduction in the accessibility of capital.487 Why is systemic risk such a concern in the 

contexts of banks? When a bank is unable to satisfy a ''withdrawal-demand''488  a 

chain reaction of bank failures will be created.489  The failure is caused due to the 

fact that banks only keep a small percentage of capital on hand.490 If a bank has 

insufficient funds available, it will result in the bank defaulting in its obligations.491  

The chain reaction is then created because banks, as stated above are closely 

interlinked with one another. This means that banks are able to transfer funds to one 

another, obtain loans from one another and in some cases even hold deposits on 

behalf of one another.492 The moment one bank is unable to fulfil its financial 

obligation towards another bank this may in turn result in that bank being unable to 

fulfil its own obligations towards a third bank.493  

In order to reduce systemic risk and the possibility that the insolvency of a multi-

national bank can lead to a global economic crunch a harmonised system to resolve 

the aforesaid needs to be developed.494 In fact, according to Lastra it was the lack a 

proper systemic risk evaluation system that led to the most recent financial crises.495 

In an endeavour to prevent another financial crisis various financial authorities 
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started to explore the concepts of micro-496  and macro-prudential497 supervision.498 

These concepts were clearly considered by the US when they initiated their 

legislative reform.499  

The US developed the Dodd-Frank Act in an attempt to achieve the aforesaid 

harmonisation in the United Stated of America. The Dodd-Frank Act was ratified on 

21 July 2010.500 The purpose of the Dodd-Frank Act is to 

(p)romote the financial stability of the United States by improving accountability and 
transparency in the financial system, to end "too big to fail", to protect the American 
taxpayer by ending bailouts, to protect consumers from abusive financial services, 
and for other purposes.501 

Regaining investor trust after 2008 and the creation of a safe financial industry is a 

clear goal of the Dodd-Frank Act.502  

How the Dodd-Frank Act attempts to achieve this is discussed in three parts below. 

The first part of the chapter focuses on the extraterritorial scope of the Dodd-Frank 

Act. After it has been determined that the Dodd-Frank Act is applicable across 

borders, the specific provisions that are included in the Dodd-Frank Act to limit 

systemic risk and enhance financial stability are discussed. The final aspect of this 

chapter focuses on the specific provisions that relate the treatment of creditors and 

investors.   

4.2 Extraterritorial jurisdiction 

 

                                        
496  Micro-prudential supervision refers to the daily supervision of financial institutions and the focus 

thereof is the financial safety of these institutions as well as to financially protect the consumer. 
See Lastra 2011 Capital Markets Law Journal Vol 6 no 2 197. 

497  Macro-prudential supervision is referred to as the analysis of financial trends and inadequacies in 
the financial system and the detection of systemic risk in order to determine if these trends and 

inadequacies pose a risk to financial stability. The focus thereof is the financial safety of the 

economy as a whole. See Lastra 2011 Capital Markets Law Journal Vol 6 no 2 197. 
498  Lastra 2011 Capital Markets Law Journal Vol 6 no 2, 197 -198. 
499  Lastra 2011 Capital Markets Law Journal Vol 6 no 2, 198. 
500  Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 340. Also see Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal 

of Banking and Finance 86 205. 
501 Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 207. 
502  Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 204.  
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With the aim of fully comprehending the specific sections contained in the Dodd-

Frank Act that deals with extraterritorial jurisdiction, requires a better understanding 

of the concept itself. Given that the concept has according to Colangelo no official 

definition it is most commonly referred to as 

(t)he exercise of jurisdiction, or legal power, outside territorial borders.503  

 

Nonetheless, to the author's mind, this can be considered to be an accurate 

definition in light of the fact that the concept impacts on a variety of different fields 

of law.504 Colangelo states-, and the author is inclined to agree, that in order to 

develop a suitable description the concept should be divided into two separate 

expressions namely (1) extraterritorial and (2) jurisdiction. First we look at the 

expression extraterritorial. Colangelo expresses that in most instances the answer as 

to the meaning of the expression extraterritorial can be found in the constitution of 

the specific country.505 In the author's opinion, the concept refers to a matter that 

occurs outside of the country's borders.  

The concept "jurisdiction" is more intricate. Colangelo correctly states that in order to 

discover a definition of the term it would be beneficial to rather refocus the study to 

determine the type of jurisdiction that is applicable.506 There are three types of 

jurisdictions as pointed out by Colangelo namely prescriptive, adjudicative and 

enforcement jurisdiction.507 Prescriptive jurisdiction refers to situations where the law 

is applied to either a person or a thing;508 adjudicative jurisdiction is when a person 

is subject to the legal process509 and lastly enforcement jurisdiction refers to the 

                                        
503  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1304. 
504  For example whether regulatory laws of a specific nation may be applied across borders; or the 

extent a nation has power over a foreign defendant; or lastly if a nation can adjudicate a matter 

whose cause of action arose from a activity in a different jurisdiction. See Colangelo 2014 Cornell 
Law Review 1303 - 1304. 

505  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1304. 
506  The reason being, as seen above, because it affects a variety of different aspects in the field of 

law. See Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1304. 
507  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1310. 
508  Prescriptive jurisdiction is also known as legislative jurisdiction as it is most commonly associated 

with legislation. See Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1310.   
509  This type of jurisdiction is generally associated with court, in the sense that the court has 

jurisdiction over the person or thing held before it. See Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1310.   
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court's power to enforce compliance of a court order regardless if the order was 

granted in its jurisdiction.510 From the aforesaid it is clear that each type of 

jurisdiction is applied in a specific situation. When one is referring to a court's power 

of jurisdiction, it refers to the court's jurisdiction over either the person or the 

dispute that is placed in before that court; this is known as adjudicative 

jurisdiction.511 Enforcement jurisdiction means exactly that, the power to enforce. 

Prescriptive jurisdiction is applied in situations where legislation has in some manner 

enforced jurisdiction upon the person or thing. It is for that reason why prescriptive 

jurisdiction is of utmost importance for the purpose of this study as the Dodd-Frank 

Act has specifically included an extraterritorial jurisdiction provision. The focus is thus 

on prescriptive jurisdiction, with specific reference to the US court's recent decision 

regarding extraterritorial jurisdiction.         

 

In the matter of Morrison v National Australia Bank512 two important questions were 

raised: firstly whether there is a presumption against extraterritorial jurisdiction and 

secondly if this presumption can be discarded if the claim substantially affects 

American interest.513 This matter pertained to the purchase of certain stocks from 

National Australia Bank (NAB).514 The plaintiffs515 purchased shares in a US 

subsidiary of NAB that were listed on the Australia Stock Exchange516 on information 

provided to them by NAB about its US subsidiary.517 The plaintiffs wanted to sue NAB 

under section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,518 in the US district 

court.519 The plaintiffs' argument was that Homeside Lending Inc (an American 

                                        
510  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1310 - 1311. 
511  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1310. 
512  Robert Morrison et al, petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 U.S 247 (2010) 

(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/). 
513  Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law Review 1308. 
514  National Australia Bank herein after referred to as NAB.  
515  It was a class action lawsuit brought by four Australians. Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law 

Review 973 and Elgadeh 2011 Fordham Journal of Corporate & Financial Law 584. 
516  Australian Stock Exchange herein after referred to as ASX. 
517  Painter 2011 Harvard Business Law Review 196. Also see Painter, Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 

Minnesota Journal of International Law 5. 
518  The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 of the United States of America, herein after referred to as 

the Securities Act.  
519  Painter 2011 Harvard Business Law Review 196. Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 

974 and Elgadeh 2011 Fordham Journal of Corporate & Financial Law 583. 
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mortgage subsidiary which was owned by NAB) committed fraudulent actions that 

caused the decrease in NAB's share price.520 The main issue that had to be dealt with 

was the presumption against extraterritorial jurisdiction. The court determined that 

section 10(b) could not be applied extraterritorially and stated that 

(t)he focus of the Exchange Act is not upon the place where the deception 
originated, but upon purchases and sales of securities in the United States.521 

The US Supreme Court continued to state that section 10(b) of the Securities Act 

does not apply to securities fraud matters, in other words, the representation of false 

information in Australia that originated outside of the US. Section 10(b)522 is only 

applicable to securities listed on an American stock exchange.523 The court denied 

the plaintiffs' request524 stating that if congress intended for the statute to be applied 

extraterritorially they should have clearly confirmed their intention.525 They based 

their decision on the specific language used in the Securities Act.526 In support of 

their decision the court quoted the decision of EEOC v Arabian American Oil Co:527 

                                        
520  The plaintiffs' arguments was that NAB bought Homeside Lending Inc (the co-defendant) in order 

to expand its operations. According to the business model of Homeside mortgages would not be 

prematurely terminated or prepaid. As a subsidiary this was also indicted in NAB's financial 
statements. During 2001 NAB announced a write down of Homeside's assests which in turn 

resulted in an increase in mortgage prepayments. See Elgadeh 2011 Fordham Journal of 
Corporate & Financial Law 583. Also see  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974 and Painter, 
Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 Minnesota Journal of International Law 5. 

521  Painter, Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 Minnesota Journal of International Law 5. Also see 
Painter 2011 Harvard Business Law Review 196. 

522  Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 
523  Painter 2011 Harvard Business Law Review 195. Also see Painter, Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 

Minnesota Journal of International Law 1, 6. 
524  The Plaintiffs request was to sue National Australia bank in a US district court; also see 

Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 973-974. 
525  Robert Morrison et al, petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 US 247 (2010) 

(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/). Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law 
Review 974. 

526  Robert Morrison et al, petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 US 247 (2010) 
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/). Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law 
Review 974. 

527  EEOC v Arabian American Oil Co 499 US 244, 248 (1991) Aramco. Also see Robert Morrison et al, 
petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 US 247 (2010) 
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/); Elgadeh 2011 Fordham Journal of 
Corporate & Financial Law 583. 
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(T)he longstanding principle of American Law that legislation of Congress, unless a 
contrary intent appears, is meant to apply only within the territorial jurisdiction of 
the United States. 528 
  

Thus justice Scalia writing for the majority unmistakeably confirmed that the 

extraterritorial application was a question that should be answered by the statute.529 

It is important to remember that this decision was reached prior to the Dodd-Frank 

Act coming into effect.530  

In a response to the above mentioned decision section 929P was added to the Dodd-

Frank Act.531 This section states that 

(t)he district court of the United States and the United States court of any Territory 
shall have jurisdiction of an action or proceeding brought or instituted by the 
Commission or the United States alleging a violation involving –  
(1)  conduct within the United States that constitutes significant steps in furtherance 
  of the violation, even if the violation is committed by a foreign adviser and   
  involves only foreign investors; or 
(2) conduct occurring outside the United States that has a foreseeable substantial    
  effect within the United States.532 

   

It is clear that this section determines that the Securities and Exchange 

Commission533 as well as the Department of Justice534 may apply US securities law 

across jurisdictions.535 By adding this section congress intended to provide the SEC 

and DOJ with sufficient powers to investigate alleged fraudulent matters with similar 

circumstances than that of Morrison.536 The consequence of adding this section is 

                                        
528  EEOC v Arabian American Oil Co 499 US 244, 248 (1991) Aramco. Also see Robert Morrison et al, 

petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 US 247 (2010) 
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/); Elgadeh 2011 Fordham Journal of 
Corporate & Financial Law 583. 

529  Robert Morrison et al, petitioners  v National Australia Bank Ltd 561 US 247 (2010) 
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/561/247/). Also see Colangelo 2014 Cornell Law 
Review 1337. 

530  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974. 
531  Section 929(P) of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974; 

Painter 2011 Harvard Business Law Review 195. 
532  Section 922(P) of the Dodd-Frank Act.  
533  Securities and Exchange Commission, herein after referred to as SEC.  
534  Department of Justice, herein after referred to as DOJ. 
535  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974. 
536  They will have the powers to pursue allegations of fraud that was conducted inside of the U.S 

that affected transactions outside of the U.S. Also see Painter, Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 
Minnesota Journal of International Law 2. 
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that the order granted in the Morrison matter537 would in effect be reversed.538 In 

the author's opinion, this is a good principle as it will ensure global compliance and 

prevent a situation that is similar to Morrison from occurring in future. Another 

advantage is that it can be seen as the first step in eliminating some of the 

extraterritorial jurisdictional questions that might arise.  

As seen above it is clear that the purpose of Dodd-Frank Act is to create financial 

stability across a range of different sectors. In order to further promote financial 

stability especially in the contents of cross-border bank insolvency, section 722(d)539 

was introduced into the act.         

Section 722(d) further emphasises the extraterritorially intent of the Dodd-Frank 

Act.540 In terms of this section US regulators can apply the provisions contained in 

the Dodd-Frank Act to foreign banks, subsidiaries of US Banks or even to trades that 

was concluded outside of the United States if those trades either directly involve US 

participants or might considerably influence the US economy.541 The purpose of this 

section is to protect the US taxpayers from having to bail out "Too Big to Fail"542 

banks.543 The extraterritorial scope of the Dodd-Frank Act acknowledges that 

financial institutions are extremely interlinked and as such these multinational 

financial institutions greatly threaten systemic stability.544 The dangers that exist 

because of the interconnectedness of these financial institutions became apparent as 

seen above during the Lehman Brothers collapse.545 At the time of Lehman's demise 

                                        
537  The order that section 10(b) of the securities Exchange Act of 1934 is not applicable.  
538  Painter, Dunham and Quackenbos 2011 Minnesota Journal of International Law 2. 
539  Section 292(d) of the Dodd-Frant Act. Also See Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974. 
540  Section 292(d) of the Dodd-Frant Act. Also See Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 974. 
541  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 968-974. 
542  The too-big-to-fail policy refers to the responsibility of the government to support certain large 

interlinked financial institutions when they experience financial difficulty, because if these 

financial institutions were to fail it would cause the entire system to fail. When these institutions 
are bailed out it is the public and not the shareholders that are placed at a disadvantage as they 

bear the cost of the risks taken by the financial institution. See Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal 
of Banking and Finance 86 205 and Moosa 2010 Journal of Banking Regulation Vol 11, 4 319.      

543  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 975. 
544  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 975. 
545  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 976. 
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it was difficult to establish which assets and liabilities belonged to which of the 

different legal entities.546  

Despite vigorous opposition against the extraterritorial scope of the Dodd-Frank Act 

and in particular section 722(d), congress determined that section 722(d) is in 

complete harmony with US constitutional values and practices, in that it satisfies the 

due process condition.547 Despite this determination "Too Big to Fail" banks still 

oppose the extraterritorial application of the Dodd-Frank Act.548 The chief executive 

of the Institute of International Bankers stated that the extraterritorial application of 

the Dodd-Frank Act 

(w)ill reach far beyond the shores of the US and apply to all of the global activities 
of every foreign bank that maintains even so much as a small branch in the US549 

Greenberger states that another concern about the extraterritorial reach in that it 

extends the sovereignty of the US borders.550 The concerns raised are not without 

merit. Sally makes a valid point when she states 

(n)one of the foreign regulators has proposed applying its local restrictions to the 
internal activities of US banks operating within America. One could only image the 
response of US regulators were the situation reversed.551  
  

Even with the concerns raised above, it is the author's opinion that the intent of the 

extraterritorial provisions is not to extent the sovereignty of the US borders but to 

create harmonisation.552 Without this provision we are placed in the exact same 

position as in the past where each jurisdiction has to rely on domestic provisions, 

even if those provisions are in conflict with each other. Thus notwithstanding the 

above mentioned opposition the Dodd-Frank Act is a step in the right direction in 

creating a uniform regulating system. It is important to mention that uniformity will 

only occur if a connection exists between the actions of the bank that has bearing on 

                                        
546  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 976. 
547  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 971. 
548  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 969. 
549  Miller Financial Times 1. Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 969. 
550  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 969. 
551  Miller Financial Times 1. Also see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 969. 
552  It promises to enhance global financial regulations, while at the same time protecting not only 

American taxpayers but also taxpayers from across the globe from bailouts. It also ensures a 
level playing field. See Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 965-979. 
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the US economy.553 But in doing so legal certainty is created which is important 

especially when business is concluded with a country which laws does not contain 

any such provision.    

To improve international acceptance of the extraterritorial reach of the Dodd-Frank 

Act section 719(c)554 was introduced. In terms of this section international co-

operation and co-ordination is required during the development of the different 

sections.555 Section 175556 states that co-ordination with similar international policies 

in regards to limiting the interconnectedness, scope and size of financial institutions 

in order to protect the global economic stability may be considered.557 Another 

provision that was introduced in order to ensure international acceptance and co-

operation was section 217.558 This section determines that a study should be 

conducted to determine the international co-ordination applicable to the bankruptcy 

of financial institutions.559 This section determines that the following should be 

studied: 

(A) the extent to which international coordination currently exists; 
(B) Current mechanisms and structures for facilitating international cooperation;  
(C) barriers to effective international coordination; and 
(D) ways to increase and make more effective international coordination of the   
  resolution of financial companies, as to minimize the impact on the financial   
  system without creating moral hazard.560 

 

In the author's opinion, the intention of confirming the extraterritorial reach of the 

Dodd-Frank Act was undoubtedly a mere effort to enhance financial stability. By 

limiting the extraterritorial scope of the Dodd-Frank Act would in fact be taking a 

step backwards. The effect thereof would be that each jurisdiction will develop and 

implement their own legal framework and as seen above this can be problematic.      

                                        
553  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 968-974, 894. 
554  Section 719(c) of the Dodd-Frant Act. Alse see Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 980. 
555  Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law Review 980. 
556  Section 175 of the Dodd-Frant Act. 
557  Section 175 of the Dodd-Frant Act. 
558  Section 217 of the Dodd-Frant Act. 
559  Section 217 of the Dodd-Frant Act. 
560  Section 217 of the Dodd-Frant Act. 
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4.3 Creating a harmonised procedure   

 

Now that it has been determined that the Dodd-Frank Act is applicable across 

borders561 it is important to examine what exactly the act proposes to do in order to 

limit systemic risk and in the process create a harmonised insolvency system. Firstly 

it is important to point out that the Dodd-Frank Act adopted a macro prudential 

approach in that the stability of the entire financial system is considered as opposed 

to merely considering individual financial institutions.562  

In terms of the Dodd-Frank Act banks that risk systemic stability have to comply with 

strict regulations, the purpose thereof is to reduce systemic risk.563 The Dodd-Frank 

Act contains a range of original regulations and provisions564 which aims at creating a 

secure banking system.565 The Financial Stability Oversight Council566 is one provision 

that was created by the Dodd-Frank Act that is aimed at identifying and eliminating 

systemic risk.567 The main purpose of the FSOC is to recognize which financial 

institution risk systemic stability.568 The FSOC is also responsible for enhancing and 

recommending stricter standards for large banks.569 The FSOC requires the 

establishment of resolution plans for failing banks.570 Additionally the FSOC can also 

provide government organisations with the authority it needs to institute an orderly 

resolution system that falls outside of the normal bankruptcy procedures.571      

                                        
561  When there is substantial American interest.  
562  Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 207.  
563  Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 204.  
564  Some of the provisions include the creation of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection as 

well as providing authority for regulator to increase capital requirements. See Wolf A global 
cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 7.   

565  Barth, Prabha and Wilhlborg 2014 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_ 

id=24900374 pg 2. 
566 Financial Oversight Stability Council, herein after referred to as FSOC. See Vartanian and Miller 

2010 Bank Accounting & Finance CCH Journal 3. 
567 Section 111 of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see of the Vartanian and Miller 2010 Bank Accounting & 

Finance CCH Journal 3 and Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 207. 
568  Section 112(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see  Morrison and Foerster 2010 https://media.mofo. 

com/files/uploads/Images/SummaryDodd-FrankAct.pdf; and Telpner 2010 The Journal of 
Structured Finance 17. 

569  Section 112(a)(1) of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hoffman 2012 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2145210 56.  
570  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 7.  
571  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 7.  
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Another of these provisions is the new resolution procedure. The purpose of this 

resolution procedure is to limit the damage that will be caused by the failing bank.572 

In terms of the resolution procedure an Orderly Liquidation Authority573 is established 

in order to liquidate failing bank.574 The OLA is assigned to financial institutions that 

risks systemic stability.575 The OLA is assigned when the bank is either in default or is 

in danger of defaulting.576 In terms of section 204577 the purpose of the OLA is to 

provide the necessary authority to liquidate failing financial companies in a manner 

that insures that 

(1)  creditors and shareholders will bear the losses of the financial company; 
(2)  management responsible for the condition of the financial company will not be  
  retained; and 
(3) the corporation and other appropriate agencies will take all necessary steps and    
  appropriate to assure that all parties, including management, directors and third 
  parties, having responsibility for the condition of the financial company bear   
  losses consistent with their responsibility, including actions for damages,      
  restitution and recoupment of compensation and other gains not compatible   
  with such responsibility. 578  

 

Bankruptcy procedures in general are very lengthy processes. The moment that a 

financial institution commences bankruptcy procedures an automatic stay situation is 

created.579 This enables an administrator to collect and dispose of certain assets 

which in turn protects the status quo of the debtors.580  In order to combat this, the 

Dodd-Frank Act established that certain financial institutions are required to develop 

                                        
572  Gao, Liao and Wang 2018 Journal of Banking and Finance 86 204.  
573  Orderly Liquidation Authority, herein after referred to as OLA. 
574  Barth, Prabha and Wilhlborg 2014 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_ 

id=24900374 pg 8. Also see Vartanian and Miller 2010 Bank Accounting & Finance CCH Journal 3. 
575  Systemic stability is based upon the conclusion of the Secretary of the Treasury that should the 

specific bank fail then it would result in a negative effect of the financial stability of the US-, and 

that default cannot be prevented by any private remedy and that the actions under the Act would 
prevent this. See Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking law journal 354 and Barth, Prabha and 

Wilhlborg 2014 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_ id=24900374 pg 8. 
576  A bank is in default or is in danger of defaulting when the bank can no longer pay all of its 

obligations or when the banks' capital is draining. Also see Bliss and Kaufman 2011 The banking 
law journal 354. 

577  Section 204 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
578  Section 204 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
579  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 5.  
580  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 5.  
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a recovery and resolution plan.581 In terms of this recovery and resolution plan 

certain banks582 are required to present reports that set out their plans for resolution 

in case of financial hardship.583 The purpose of the resolution plan or "living will" is to 

set out in detail the plan for liquidation to take place in an orderly manner in the 

event that the bank may fail.584 The production of this plan will dramatically reduce 

the number of assets that can be disposed of by the administrators thus protecting 

the creditors and investors. The resolution plan will also help to highlight the 

interconnected structure of the financial institution,585 which in turn will drastically 

reduce the possibility of global financial crises.  

How does this differ from the current bilateral MoU's? Currently there is no regulating 

authority that can force compliance with MoU's. But because of section 722(d) of the 

Dodd-Frank Act foreign banks are now compelled to comply with the provisions 

contained in the Act.  

  

4.4 The treatment of creditors and investors 

The next question that requires an answer is what are the implications of the above 

mentioned on creditors and investors?  Does the Dodd-Frank Act eliminate some of 

the problems that occur during bankruptcy or does it have a negative effect on 

creditors and investors. Section 204586 clearly identifies the purpose of orderly 

liquidation authority: 

The purpose of this title to provide the necessary authority to liquidate falling 
financial companies that pose a significant risk to the financial stability of the United 
States in a manner that mitigates such risk and minimizes moral hazard. The 
authority provided in this title shall be exercised in the manner that best fulfils such 
purpose, so that-  
(1) creditors and shareholders will bear the losses of the financial company; 

                                        
581  Barth, Prabha and Wilhlborg 2014 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_ 

id=24900374 pg 8. 
582  Banks with has assets worth more than $50 Billion.   
583  Barth, Prabha and Wilhlborg 2014 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_ 

id=24900374 pg 9-10. 
584  Section 204 of the Dodd-Frank Act.   
585  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 5.  
586  Wolf A global cross-border insolvency framework for financial institutions 5.  
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(2) management responsible for the condition of the financial company will not be 
retained; and 
(3) the corporation and other appropriate agencies will take all steps necessary and 
appropriate to assure that all parties, including management, directors and third 
parties, having responsibility for the condition of the financial company bear losses 
consistent with their responsibility, including actions for damages, restitution, and 
recoupment of compensation and other gains not compatible with such 
responsibility.  

It is clear form section 204587 that the purpose of the OLA is to protect the taxpayers 

from bailouts588 in that the creditors and shareholders bear the losses.589 Hardee 

states that this is the complete opposite to the purpose of the current US bankruptcy 

law.590 This view makes it necessary to briefly explain the process under the current 

bankruptcy law591 and how it differs from the OLA procedure. 

The main concern of the current bankruptcy code is either to (1) distribute assets 

fairly amongst creditors592 or (2) the restructure the financial institution.593 The 

bankruptcy procedure is initiated by either the creditors once the financial institution 

is in default or by the debtor (the financial institution) once they are in default or if 

the debtor anticipates default.594 Once the decision to file for bankruptcy is made (by 

the debtor or creditors) a petition has to be filed in order for the court595 to consider 

the merits of the application.596 The time frame of the bankruptcy procedure varies 

                                        
587  Section 204 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
588  A bailout is the government decision to provide financial assistance to a failing bank in an effort 

to prevent bankruptcy. During a bailout funds are transferred from taxpayers to the failing bank, 
the effect of this is that the taxpayers pay the price for the risky investments that was taken by 

the bank. See Miron 2009 Cato Journal 11-14. 
589  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 276. 
590  The purpose of the bankruptcy law is to maximise the amount that is available to the creditors. It 

is not concerned with the systemic risk but rather it focusses on the providing the best outcome 
for the debtors and creditors. See Hardee 2011North Carolina Banking Institute 276. 

591  As documented in Title II of the US Banruptcy Code, 1978. 
592  The assets will be distributed if it is determined that liquidation should take place in terms of 

Chapter 7 of the bankruptcy Code.  See Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 
153; Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 276.    

593  The financial institution will be restructured if it is determined that it is in the best interest of the 

creditors that liquidation does not take place. This restructuring takes place in accordance with 
Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy Code. See Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 
153 -154; Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 276. 

594  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 155. Also see Hardee 2011 North 
Carolina Banking Institute 277.   

595  The federal bankruptcy court; see Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 155. 
596  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 155. 
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as the appointed receiver determines the speed of the proceedings.597 This can in 

some cases be detrimental to the creditors as there is no specified time frame in 

which their claims will be finalised.598 This was the case during the Lehman Brothers 

matter.  Another difference that should be noted is that the Bankruptcy Code 

provides an automatic stay that is applied to all contractual agreements.599 During 

the automatic stay process creditors are afforded the opportunity to arrange their 

claims.600 The way in which claims are allowed and denied also differs. In terms of 

the Bankruptcy Code all claims are allowed unless a trustee in terms of Chapter 7 

objects to the claim being allowed.601 In this instance the creditor is afforded to 

opportunity to argue in court why the claim should be allowed.602 The court will only 

reject the claim if the creditor fails to appear in court or if after consideration of the 

facts makes a determination that the claim should be excluded.603 The final 

difference, in the opinion of the author; that should be emphasised is the manner in 

which claims are paid out. Bliss and Kaufman points out that  

(l)egal priority,604 security interest,605 and rights of offset606 where protected, jointly 
determine what a creditor is entitled to under the law.607 
     

This, put simply, means that the statute will determine what each creditor is entitled 

to.608  

                                        
597  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 166-167. Also see Hardee 2011 North 

Carolina Banking Institute 278.   
598  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 278.   
599  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 279.   
600  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 278.   
601  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 281.   
602  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 281.   
603  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 281.   
604  Priority means the order in which unsecured creditors will be paid. See Bliss and Kaufman 2007 

Virginia Law & Business Review 160. 
605  Security Interest refers to liens on property. See Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business 

Review 160. 
606  Offset refers to the process combining more than one contract between the insolvent and the 

creditor in order to reduce that assets of the insolvent as well as the number of unsecured 

claims. See Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 160-161. 
607  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 160. Also see Hardee 2011 North 

Carolina Banking Institute 283.   
608  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 160. Also see Hardee 2011 North 

Carolina Banking Institute 283.   
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As mentioned above, the OLA is in contrast to the current bankruptcy procedure. The 

process is started by the appointment of a receiver.609 It is the duty of the receiver to 

initiate liquidation proceedings.610 The moment when liquidation proceedings are 

initiated by the receiver, creditors are immediately barred from instituting liquidation 

under Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act.611 The purpose for the appointment of the 

receiver is to ensure that liquidation proceedings are instituted timeously. According 

to Bliss and Kaufman the abrupt commencement of liquidation proceedings will limit 

the losses incurred by financial institution which will be beneficial to the creditors.612  

Another benefit of OLA is the time constraints that are put in place.613 Title II 

determines that a receiver has to be appointed within a three year time period.614 

This ensures the speedy resolution of failing financial institutions.615 The benefit of a 

timeously resolution process is that certain losses can be limited and creditor's claims 

will be paid out faster. This is especially beneficial to creditors whose claims are 

based upon short term investments.616 As seem above in the Lehman Brothers case 

the moment that Lehman initiated bankruptcy proceedings their assets were 

                                        
609  The liquidation proceedings can be initiated even prior to the financial institution being insolvent. 

See Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 276 -277. 
610  The liquidation proceedings can be initiated even prior to the financial institution being insolvent. 

See Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 276 -277. 
611  Creditors are barred form institution proceedings in terms of Title II not because it is not 

applicable but in contrast to the Bankruptcy Code proceedings are initiated by the FDIC and not 

the creditors. Sections 201 – 217 of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North 
Carolina Banking Institute 277. 

612  Bliss and Kaufman 2007 Virginia Law & Business Review 166. Also see Hardee 2011 North 
Carolina Banking Institute 277.  

613  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 277. 
614  Section 202 of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking 

Institute 277. 
615  Section 202 of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking 

Institute 277. 
616  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 278. 
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frozen,617 which resulted in their creditors being unable to access funds which in turn 

led to those creditors becoming insolvent.618  

The manner in which claims are accepted and rejected are also in the hands of the 

receiver. In terms of section 210(a)(2) of the Dodd-Frank Act619 the receiver is 

empowered to determine all claims against the financial institution.620 If the receiver 

is satisfied that the claim was received timeously621 and that sufficient prove thereof 

have been delivered then the claim will be accepted.622 If a creditor whose claim was 

disallowed by the receiver is of the opinion that the receiver has made an error; the 

creditor can appeal the receiver's decision by institution an action in the US district 

court.623 Together with this authority to allow or disallow any claims, is the authority 

to determine if any share of a secured creditor's claim exceeds the reasonable 

market value of the particular assets.624 This portion or this excess will now be 

treated as an unsecured claim.625 In the author's opinion, this is a good provision as 

it will ensure that all creditors are treated fairly and it will prevent a situation where 

creditors raise their claims in an effort to receive a higher pay out.   

                                        
617  As stated above the timeframe under the Bankruptcy Code varies-, and in some cases it takes 

several years before the liquidation is finalised. This is exactly what happed in the Lehman 
Brothers case, when they filed for bankruptcy all their assets were frozen pending the outcome of 

the bankruptcy procedure. Creditors had to wait for their claims to be paid out which took several 

years. The impact on the creditors were detrimental as some creditors were facing financial 
difficulties themselves. See Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 278.   

618  Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking Institute 278. 
619  Section 210(a)(2) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking 

Institute 280. 
620  Section 210(a)(2)(A) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina 

Banking Institute 280. 
621  Section 210(a)(2)(B) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Notice will be published to the creditors 

informing them to present their claim, together with proof thereof on the specific date as 

specified in the notice. This date shall not be prior to a 90 day period has lapsed after the date of 
publication.   

622  Section 210(a)(2)(B) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina 
Banking Institute 280. 

623  Section 210(a)(4) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking 
Institute 280. 

624  Section 210(a)(3)(D) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina 
Banking Institute 281. 

625  Section 210(a)(3)(D) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina 
Banking Institute 281. 
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The manner in which claims are prioritised are also determined by Title II.626 Section 

210(b)(1) provides the order in which unsecured claims should be paid.627 If it is 

determined that in order to maximise the financial institution's ability to continue its 

operations, creditors of the same priority may be treated differently.628      

It is clear from the aforesaid that the idea behind the institution of the OLA is to 

protect the taxpayer and not necessarily the creditors and shareholders. In the 

author's opinion, the OLA holds certain advantages and disadvantages for 

prospective creditors and investors. The timeously institution of liquidation 

proceedings is one advantage. This will ensure that losses or costs are indeed 

limited. The most prominent disadvantage is that fact that in certain instances even 

creditors that hold the same status may be treated differently. 

5 Recommendations for South African Law and conclusion 

5.1 Recommendations for South African law 

Even though South Africa has already attempted to develop a cross-border 

insolvency system629 it is the author's opinion that it is not sufficient to deal with 

problems that are associated with cross-border bank insolvency. It is the author's 

opinion that, similarly to the US we need to strive to create an insolvency regime that 

is specific to cross-border bank insolvency and that can be accepted an applied 

internationally. This can be accomplished by amongst other things implementing an 

extraterritorial provision that is similar to the one contained in the Dodd-Frank Act. 

This provision will ensure uniformity and will especially be beneficial within the SADC 

region. By implementing an extraterritorial provision will ensure that all banks 

situated in a jurisdiction other than that of South Africa would have to comply with 

                                        
626 Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
627  Section 210()(1) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. All administrative expenses will be paid first. 

The second unsecured claims to be paid are debt that is owed to the United States. The third and 

fourth category is for wages for employees and contributions to employee benefit plans. Creditors 
will then be paid. The final two claims that are reserved for the wages for senior executives and 

directors and then only will the shareholders receive payment. Also see Hardee 2011 North 
Carolina Banking Institute 282. 

628  Section 210(b)(4) of Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act. Also see Hardee 2011 North Carolina Banking 
Institute 282. 

629  See the Cross-Border Act. 
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the same provisions as if the bank was situated in South Africa. This would in effect 

eliminate some of the problems highlighted in Chapter 3 of this study.630 However it 

is important to mention that an act will only be applicable in the specific country. In 

order for uniformity to exist internationally accepted regulations should be put in 

place that makes certain provisions contained within the act applicable within the 

SADC region. The purpose hereof is to ensure that the provisions are applicable even 

when no connection exits.       

Secondly the author believes that South Africa should strive to implement a similar 

authority as the OLA. By implementing an orderly liquidation authority within the 

SADC region will result in a uniform manner to resolve cross-border bank insolvency 

matters.  The OLA should contain similar provisions as contained in the Dodd-Frank 

Act for example the ranking of claims and the authority to initiate liquidation 

proceedings if deemed necessary. By implementing a central authority will ensure 

that failing banks are administered in the same manner.  

It is important to note that this will however not ensure international co-operation 

but merely be a stepping stone towards it. Stander points out another approach, she 

states that in order to achieve harmonisation insolvency provisions should be 

implemented either in a treaty or by means of regulations.631 Leno agrees with 

Stander and argues that a treaty should be developed.632  His argument in favour of 

a treaty is founded on the idea that member states would have an obligation to 

comply with the provisions contained within treaty.633 Even though no such treaty 

currently exists attempts have already been made to reach consensus on specific 

international rules.634 In the author's opinion, developing a treaty will not ensure 

                                        
630  With the implementation of a extraterritorial provision would eliminate the fear of relying on 

information received from a less developed country. This means that if a bank has an South 

African interest, or has the potential to influence the financial stability of South Africa, the that 

bank would also have to comply with the same standards of care, responsibility and transparency 
as if it was located within the territorial borders of South Africa.    

631 Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
632  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 20.  
633  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 20. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
634 Lastra 2008 Journal of Banking Regulation 177.   
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international uniformity as it will only be applicable on states that are signatories to 

the treaty.  

The second option that is introduced by Stander is the regulatory approach. In terms 

hereof a committee should be established that has the authority so speedily resolve 

failing banks by either restructuring or by the application of resolution tools.635 This 

approach is similar to the author's recommendation of the creation of an OLA. In the 

author's opinion, this approach is more feasible.    

Another option that should be considered is the creation of specialised courts similar 

to the international criminal court. Leno states that 

(i)nsolvency issues are a court driven process. It is essential to note that there is no 
specialized commercial or insolvency court from the settlement of both national and 
international insolvency disputes. Rather, there are general courts which vary.636 

 

With the creation of an international specialised cross-border insolvency court would 

eliminate most of the problems that are currently associated with the orderly 

liquidation of failing banks. This approach in theory would be the best option, but in 

reality it is not feasible as the question will arise which country's insolvency law will 

be applicable. Will it be dependent on the location of the failing bank? The approach 

will not eliminate the problems highlighted in the previous chapters but will merely 

emphasise them.  

The author therefore stands by her opinion that, in order to create uniformity South 

Africa should adopt similar provisions as contained in the Dodd-Frank Act. 

Compliance by other states will be achieved when a connection exist that will 

influence the South African economy.637  

                                        
635  Sester 2010 ECFR 539 - 544. Also see Stander ''The Coordination of Group and Financial 

Insolvencies in the SADC Region'' 100-101. 
636  Leno 2013 Journal of African law 19.  
637  If more states start to implement the same provisions as contained within the Doss-Frank Act will 

result in a domino effect, which with ultimately lead to international acceptance and uniformity. 

Other states have also started to strive toward uniformity by implementing similar provisions for 

example some of European Commission's Law is already aliening with the principles contained in 
the Dodd-Frank Act. Japan has also amended its Financial Instruments and Exchange Act in order 
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5.2 Conclusion 

 

Throughout this thesis the importance of uniform cross-border bank insolvency law 

has clearly been emphasised. This can in short be attributed to the vast increase in 

international trade and development. Consequently this resulted in an increase in the 

threat to the stability of global financial markets. The legal uncertainty that is created 

with the absence of a uniform bank insolvency law have been emphasised 

throughout this study. This was especially evident during the Lehman brothers 

collapse.  

As a result of the financial crises that began during 2008 (with the Lehman brothers 

being in the centre thereof) the United States of America in an attempt to limit not 

only systemic risk but also to strive towards a uniform insolvency law enacted the 

Dodd-Frank Act. The extraterritorial range of the Dodd-Frank Act promises to achieve 

a uniform financial regulatory system.638 It is important to remember that the 

uniformity will only be achieved in so far as a connection exists if the actions of the 

specific bank (foreign or local) substantially influence the US economy.639 If the 

actions taken by the bank have a substantial impact in the US economy then the 

extraterritorial provision will be applicable to that bank. It is for this specific reason 

that the author believes that a similar provision will be beneficial to the SADC region. 

It will not only create legal certainty within the SADC region but will also increase 

trade within the region.   

Great strides have already been achieved by the Dodd-Frank Act in that other 

countries are starting to implement the basic principles contained within the Dodd-

Frank Act into their own national legislation.640 In addition the extraterritorial range 

                                                                                                                           
to adopt similar principles as contained in the Dodd-Frank Act. See Greenberger 2012 UMKC Law 
Review 980. 

638  See paragraph 4.2 of this study.  
639  See paragraph 4.2 of this study. 
640  See paragraph 5.1 of this study. 
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of the Dodd-Frank Act ensures financial institutions even when located in different 

jurisdictions can compete on equal ground with each other.641  

Since the Dodd-Frank Act is a fairly new legislation it is impossible to fully understand 

the consequences of all the provisions. Nonetheless it is a step in the right direction 

to manage the current global interconnected banking system. The orderly liquidation 

of cross-border banking activities would best be achieved if an internationally 

accepted convention can be created.642 The convention should contain specific 

provisions to liquidate or re-structure failing banks, based upon the current 

provisions contained not only in the Dodd-Frank Act but also in the EU 

Regulations.643  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                        
641  See paragraph 4.2 of this study. 
642 See paragraph 3 of this study.   
643 See paragraph 3 of this study.   
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